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Abstract

With the discovery of thousands of planets outside of the solar system, planetary science is blooming. These planets

span a wide range of orbital configurations and planetary and atmospheric characteristics. This large variety of

planets opens the question of how the atmospheric circulation will vary among planets. This dissertation examines

the large-scale climate dependence on the planetary parameters of planets with a seasonal cycle. We use an idealized

general circulation model to study the seasonal climate dependence on the planetary parameters systematically. The

parameters studied in this thesis are divided into three types. The first relates to the stellar seasonal insolation, i.e.,

the obliquity, eccentricity, and perihelion. The second type is parameters related to the time scale that the atmosphere

has to adjust to the insolation, i.e., the orbital period and atmospheric mass. The third type is parameters that directly

affect the atmospheric dynamics, i.e., the rotation rate. This thesis focuses on the large-scale circulation, i.e., the

dependence of the surface temperature, zonal mean meridional circulation, and the zonal mean zonal wind on those

planetary parameters. For long enough orbital periods, the temperature follows the insolation seasonal cycle, with

seasonality increasing with increasing obliquity, eccentricity, and orbital period. For short orbital periods, the effective

forcing is the annual mean forcing, resulting in a reversal of the temperature gradient for planets with obliquity higher

than 54˝. Although the radiative timescale strongly depends on the atmospheric mass, the atmospheric mass has only

a weak effect on the seasonality. Increasing it results in a warmer surface and a weaker temperature gradient with

only a small effect on the seasonality. This weak effect on seasonality results from the decrease in radiative cooling

with increasing atmospheric mass. The rotation rate also affects the seasonality, where in addition to a decrease in the

temperature gradient, the maximum surface temperature can shift more poleward with decreasing rotation rate. This

seasonality dependence on the rotation rate can explain why Titan experiences a strong seasonal cycle, although it

has a very long radiative timescale. We show that a similar response occurs in a diffusive energy balance model with

increasing diffusivity, implying that this is a result of the atmospheric heat transport. The Hadley circulation follows

the temperature response, becoming wider and stronger in cases with more pronounced seasonality and temperature

gradient. However, for fast rotation rates, the width of the circulation is constrained, and the ascending motion

does not necessarily follow the warmest latitude. This rotation rate dependence also occurs in the axisymmetric

theory, where the ascending motion is equatorward of the latitude of maximum forcing at fast rotation rates, or small

thermal Rossby numbers, suggesting that this is an angular momentum constraint on the flow. The dependence of the

ascending branch position on the rotation rate can explain the circulation observed on Mars and simulated on Titan.

We show that the zonal mean zonal wind has different regimes within the parameter space. One noticeable regime is

the transition from a dominant jet in the winter to a dominant summer hemisphere jet in planets with low obliquity

and slow rotation rate. Unlike the winter jet, where the dominant balance is relatively simple and transitions from

geostrophic to cyclostrophic, the balance of the summer jet is more complex, where vertical advection and boundary

drag terms cannot be neglected. In addition to this regime, we find six different regimes of seasonal behavior of

the winter jet. Some of the regimes are similar to observed polar vortices in the solar system, and others were not

considered previously. We also find suppression of storm activity during midwinter that resembles the suppression

observed on Mars and Earth, which occurs in simulations where the jet velocity is particularly strong. Examining the

polar vortices’ potential vorticity structure shows that within the parameter space, and at times, within the seasonal

cycle, both monopolar and annular PV structures exist.



Introduction

The discovery of thousands of planets outside the solar system offers a wide perspective for the study of planetary

science. Fundamental questions regarding the evolution and formation of planetary systems, planet formation, and

more are revisited and studied. One field that evolved due to these discoveries is the study of planetary climate and

habitability. For terrestrial planets, the primary focus is on studying the planet’s habitability and the habitability

dependence on different planetary parameters (e.g., Kasting et al., 1993; Williams and Kasting, 1997; Spiegel et al.,

2009; Abe et al., 2011; Kopparapu et al., 2013; Armstrong et al., 2014; Kopparapu et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2016).

Hot Jupiters and brown dwarfs are also of great interest to the planetary community due to their higher observability

(e.g., Showman and Guillot, 2002; Perez-Becker and Showman, 2013; Kataria et al., 2013; Showman and Kaspi,

2013; Showman et al., 2020). These planets have received much attention, specifically in studying their atmospheric

dynamics and how it can affect observables (e.g., Fortney et al., 2006; Komacek and Showman, 2016; Komacek et al.,

2017). These studies have proved the importance of understanding the atmospheric dynamics in order to interpret

observations (e.g., Knutson et al., 2007).

Most studies concerning terrestrial planets have mainly focused on planets tidally locked to their host star. Ad-

ditionally, studies of terrestrial planets, both tidally- and non-tidally-locked, have focused on planetary habitability

and less on the atmospheric dynamics. Studies that have looked at the atmospheric dynamics have focused mainly

on the annual mean climate (e.g., Kaspi and Showman, 2015) or a tidally locked configuration (e.g., Showman and

Guillot, 2002; Showman and Polvani, 2011; Penn and Vallis, 2018), neglecting temporal variations due to a seasonal

cycle for example. A small number of studies have examined the dependence of the obliquity on the climate (e.g.,

Ferreira et al., 2014; Linsenmeier et al., 2015); however, no systematic study of the effect of the seasonal cycle and its

dependence on different planetary parameters was done previously. This thesis aims to fill this gap by considering the

effect of the seasonal cycle on the climate of an Earth-like planet. More specifically, examine how the atmospheric

dynamics depend on the planet’s orbital configuration and parameters.

Temporal variations of the solar forcing can result from different orbital configurations, with different timescales

ranging from the diurnal timescale to thousands of years. Diurnal variations are differences between day and night and

represent temporal variations in the longitudinal direction. Variations in the seasonal timescale relate to changes in

the latitudinal structure of the insolation. Variations in the timescale of thousands of years relate to the Milankovitch

cycles, which are long-term variations in the orbital parameters (e.g., Spiegel et al., 2010). This thesis is focused on

the seasonal timescale, considering the diurnal mean forcing.

For a planet to experience seasonal insolation, its obliquity or eccentricity must be different from zero. The

seasonal variations in the diurnal mean insolation are latitudinal and calculated using

Q “ S0 cos ζ, (1.1)

where, S0 “ 1360 Wm´2 is the solar constant, and ζ is the diurnal mean zenith angle given by (Hartmann, 2016)

cos ζ “
h

π

ˆ

sinϕ sin δ `
1

h
cosϕ cos δ sinh

˙

, (1.2)

where cosh “ ´ tanϕ tan δ is the hour angle at sunset and sunrise, where for perpetual night h “ 0 and for perpetual

day h “ π. The declination angle is calculated using

sin δ “ ´ sinκ sin γ (1.3)

where κ is the orbital position relative to the northern hemisphere autumnal equinox angle and γ is the obliquity

(Pierrehumbert, 2010).
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Figure 1.1: Diurnal mean insolation (Wm´2, time unites are normalized) for different values of eccentricity, obliquity
and perihelion. Panels a-c are zero obliquity cases with ϵ “ 0.05, 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. Panels d-f are zero
eccentricity cases with γ “ 10˝, 23˝ and 90˝, respectively, with perihelion at 0˝. Panels g-i are for ϵ “ 0.3 and
γ “ 23˝ with perihelion 0˝, 45˝ and 90˝, respectively.

The insolation seasonal cycle depends on eccentricity (ε), obliquity (γ), and perihelion (Π). Each of the mentioned

parameters (γ, ε and Π) adds a seasonal cycle of a different nature to the insolation. Non-zero obliquity introduces

seasonal variations in the latitudinal insolation structure (Fig. 1.1d-f). The eccentricity seasonal cycle is effectively

a seasonal cycle of the solar constant (Fig. 1.1a-c), as during the seasonal cycle, the planet’s distance from its host

star changes. An additional effect of the eccentricity is the asymmetry between the cold and warm periods. This

asymmetry is a result of the orbital dynamics, as when the planet orbits for a longer (shorter) time when it is far

(close) from (to) its host star. The perihelion becomes important for a planet with both obliquity and eccentricity

having a non-zero value. In this case, the phase between the closest approach (perihelion, period with a higher solar

constant) and equinox is essential (see Fig. 1.1g-i).

The obliquity and eccentricity also affect the distribution of the annual mean forcing. The latitudinal structure

2
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Figure 1.2: The effect of eccentricity and obliquity on the annual mean insolation (Q, Wm´2). Panel a shows the
dependence of the latitudinal structure of the annual mean insolation on the obliquity. Panel b shows the dependence
of the annual mean insolation equator to pole difference (in absolute terms) on the obliquity. Panel c shows the
dependence of the maximum annual mean insolation on the eccentricity.

reverses as the obliquity passes „ 54˝. Below obliquity 54˝, the maximum insolation is at the equator and minimum

at the poles, and the opposite above obliquity 54˝ (Fig. 1.2a). Obliquity 54˝ is also the obliquity value where the

insolation equator to pole difference (in absolute terms) is the smallest (Fig. 1.2b). The eccentricity also affects the

annual mean insolation, with insolation increasing with increasing eccentricity (Fig. 1.2c).

Differences in the annual mean climate are important for planets with a radiative timescale longer than their orbital

period. These include planets with a massive or very cold atmosphere; alternatively, planets with deep oceans cover

their surface, i.e., have a high surface thermal inertia. On these planets, the time it takes the atmosphere (or surface)

to adjust to the radiative changes is much longer than the timescale of the radiative changes. As a result, the radiative

changes are averaged out in these types of planets, resulting in a climate close to the annual mean.

The radiative timescale of an atmosphere can be estimated by (Mitchell and Lora, 2016):

τR “ τlr
CpP

4gσbT 3
e

, (1.4)

where τlr is the longwave radiation atmospheric opacity, Cp is the heat capacity, P is the atmospheric pressure, g is the

surface gravity, σb is the Boltzmann constant, and Te is the equilibrium temperature. The radiative timescale dictates

the time it takes the atmosphere (at each layer of the atmosphere as both P and τlr change with height) to adjust

to radiative changes. This timescale depends on the atmospheric composition (through τlr and Cp), the atmospheric

mass (Ps{g, where Ps is the surface pressure), and the equilibrium temperature, which is constrained mainly by the

solar constant.

While the orbital parameters, the obliquity, eccentricity, and perihelion determine the seasonality of the forcing.

The radiative timescale, and the parameters that influence it, play an essential role in the atmospheric response to solar

radiation. As a result, to study the climate seasonal cycle, one needs to also account for the effect of the radiative

timescale, in addition to the stellar forcing.

The two sets of parameters mentioned above relate to the solar forcing and atmospheric response. However, the

atmosphere is dynamic, and we need to account for this as well. Although the mentioned parameters also change

the dynamical response of the atmosphere, they mainly do it through their effect on the radiative and thermodynamic

balance and distribution. A third parameter type is one that is closely tied to the dynamics. The best example of this

parameter type is the planetary rotation rate, which is more uniquely related to the momentum balance (Vallis, 2017).

To systematically study the climate on planets with a seasonal cycle, it is crucial to understand the response to these

three types of parameters, which is the purpose of this thesis.

Scanning the values of the different parameters in the solar system suggest that there is wide variability among

3
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Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Titan Uranus Neptune

Rotation rate (10´5s´1) 0.029 7.292 7.094 17.585 16.388 0.456 10.123 10.833

Obliquity 177.4 23.45 25.19 3.13 26.73 26.73 97.77 28.32

Eccentricity (%) 0.68 1.67 9.33 4.87 5.2 5.2 4.67 0.97

Orbital Period (C yr) 0.61 1 1.88 11.86 29.47 29.47 84.07 164.88

Radiative timescale (C yr) „ 10a „ 0.08a „ 0.005a „ 20b „ 150b „ 200c „ 500b „ 300b

a estimated using Eq. 1.4 with τlr “ 1,

b taken from Conrath et al. (1990) at the 1 bar level

c taken from Mitchell and Lora (2016)

Table 1.1: Rotation rate, obliquity, eccentricity, and orbital period values and estimations for the raditative timescales
of the solar system planets.

the planets within all the different parameters (Table 1.1). Although most of the solar system planets are clustered

at around obliquity „ 25˝, Venus and Jupiter are examples of low obliquity planets, and Uranus is an example of a

high obliquity planet. Similarly, while most planets are fast rotating planets, Venus and Titan are slowly rotating. The

variability in the orbital period results from the distance from the Sun. However, there is an interesting variability in

the radiative timescale, which stems from the variability in the atmospheric characteristics. Given the variability of

the different parameters among the solar system, it is safe to assume that planets outside the solar system will have

more significant variability.

Figure 1.3: a) Histogram of eccentricity values of the confirmed exoplanets; data taken from the exoplanet.eu catalog.
Shown are all planets with measured eccentricity (green), all the planets with an observed mass (blue) and all the
planets with an observed mass less than 10 times the mass of Earth (red). b) Scatter plot of all the planets with a
measured mass, eccentricity, and orbital period (in days); shown are all the planets with a measured orbital period and
eccentricity (blue) and all the planets with a mass less than 10 times the mass of Earth (red).

Although there are no or very few observations for most of the different parameters discussed here, there is data

on eccentricity distribution among a large number of exoplanets. As eccentricity is a measurable quantity for some

confirmed exoplanets, one can look at the measured eccentricity distribution, which demonstrates that it spans all

eccentricity values (Fig. 1.3). However, low-mass planets, i.e., planets with a mass lower than 10 times the mass of

4
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Earth, which are more relevant for this thesis, do not span the entire range of eccentricities, with Kepler-68c having the

largest eccentricity value (ε “ 0.42, Gilliland et al., 2013). On the one hand, small mass planets may be prone to have

small eccentricities (Howard, 2013). On the other hand, most of the observed low-mass planets are in a close-in orbit

(Fig 1.3), and future observations may reveal the existence of more eccentric low-mass planets. Nonetheless, current

observations suggest that eccentricity varies within a significant range, motivating the question of how atmospheric

dynamics depend on eccentricity.

The solar system terrestrial planets

Given the large variability in planetary parameters and atmospheric characteristics, this thesis aims to study how the

climate depends on the three types of parameters presented above. As this is a first step of a systematic study of the

seasonal climate on the different planetary parameters, the main focus is on the large-scale atmospheric dynamics of

terrestrial planets. This thesis focuses on the planetary parameter dependence of the zonal mean temperature, zonal

mean meridional circulation, and zonal mean zonal winds. Although this study is theoretical at this stage, we use

the solar system terrestrial atmosphere, Earth, Mars, and Titan, as a guide and improve the understanding of the

circulations on these planets.
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Figure 1.4: The seasonal cycle of the surface temperature (K) on Earth (climatology from 1980-2019, reanalysis
data from Era interim), Mars (climatology from reanalysis data from Greybush et al., 2019) and Titan (from a Titan
atmospheric model used in Faulk et al., 2020).

Among the terrestrial atmospheres, Earth, Mars, and Titan all have a significant obliquity of „ 25˝ (Table 1.1).

However, due to their different planetary characteristics, they exhibit very different seasonal cycles (Fig. 1.4). Earth’s

seasonal cycle is relatively weak due to its high surface thermal inertia (deep ocean) and thick atmosphere. Mars has

a rocky surface and a very thin atmosphere; as a result, it experiences a strong seasonal cycle. Titan’s seasonal cycle

is a conundrum. Its atmospheric radiative timescale is much longer than its orbital period, so it is expected that Titan

will have a very weak or no seasonal cycle. However, Titan’s seasonal cycle is significant. Mitchell and Lora (2016)

suggested that this is a result of Titan’s low surface thermal inertia. The surface is heated by solar radiation warming

the boundary layer, which has a shorter radiative timescale resulting in a significant seasonal cycle in the boundary

layer.

The variability in seasonality among these three planets is an example of the importance of considering different

planetary and atmospheric characteristics when studying the seasonal climate. As already mentioned, this thesis aims

to systematically study how the seasonal climate of terrestrial planets depends on different planetary parameters. We

use the climate on Earth, Mars, and Titan as a reference. The approach used in this thesis is then leveraged to improve

5
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our understanding of the atmospheric dynamics on the solar system terrestrial planets.
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Figure 1.5: Earth’s zonal mean zonal wind (ms´1, colors) and zonal mean meridional circulation (contours, solid
(dashed) represent counterclockwise (clockwise) circulation). Left panel shows the annual mean and the right panel
shows the northern hemisphere summer (temporal mean of the months June-August).

Naturally, Earth’s climate is the most studied among the planetary atmospheres, and, as such, Earth’s atmosphere

is a great reference case. Figure 1.4 shows that the seasonal cycle on Earth is strongly damped. However, there are still

differences between the annual mean and solstice circulations. In the annual mean, Earth’s troposphere zonal mean

meridional circulation consists of three cells. In the tropics, air rises at the equator and descends at the sub-tropical

latitudes („ 30˝). This circulation is called the Hadley circulation, which is a direct cell in that it acts to transport

heat from warm to cold latitudes. Unlike the Hadley circulation, the circulation in the midlatitude is indirect, with

air flowing from cold to warm latitudes; this circulation is also called the Ferrel cell. In the polar region, there is a

thermally driven polar cell (Fig. 1.5).

A westerly jet persists in each hemisphere at the edge of the Hadley circulation, also called the subtropical jet.

The subtropical jet is thermally driven, gaining its angular momentum from the poleward flowing air at the top of

the Hadley circulation. This jet, on Earth, is merged with an eddy-driven jet located at the poleward flank of the

subtropical jet and is within the Ferrel cell (Vallis, 2017).

Although the annual mean is not entirely hemispherically symmetric, a result of the land distribution on Earth, it

is much closer to that when compared to the solstice case. In the solstice case, the Hadley circulation consists of one

strong winter Hadley cell and a weak summer cell. Air now is rising in the summer hemisphere and descends at the

midlatitudes. Similarly, the jet in the winter hemisphere is stronger than the jet in the summer hemisphere (Fig. 1.5).

In addition to Earth, the solar system is a host of three other terrestrial atmospheres, Venus, Mars, and Titan. Venus

has no significant obliquity and has a slow rotation rate. The circulation on Venus consists of two wide equators to

pole Hadley cells, jets in the midlatitudes, and a superrotating jet at the equator (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2017). Unlike

Venus, Mars and Titan have a significant seasonal cycle and are more relevant to this thesis.

On Mars, the annual mean circulation is similar to that observed on Earth (e.g., Read et al., 2015). However, unlike

Earth, the solstice seasons on mars are more dominant. The circulation during solstice consists of one strong cross-

equatorial winter Hadley cell, with air rising (descending) in the midlatitudes of the summer (winter) hemisphere

(McCleese et al., 2010). During solstice, there is a strong jet in the winter hemisphere at the free troposphere and a

very weak to no jet in the summer hemisphere. However, a low-level jet persists in the summer hemisphere, at the

returning flow of the Hadley circulation, close to its ascending edge (e.g., Forget et al., 1999; Read et al., 2015). A

similar jet exists on Earth; however, in the zonal mean, it is much weaker and is more prominent when considering

only the monsoon regions (e.g., Joseph and Raman, 1966; Findlater, 1969).

In contrast to Earth and Mars, where there are significant amounts of observations and reanalysis data of the

6
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circulation, on Titan, our knowledge comes primarily from climate models and few observations. Two observations

related to the circulations are observations of polar clouds, and lakes at the surface. Clouds are observed on Titan in

the polar regions of the summer hemisphere (Brown et al., 2002; Roe, 2012; Turtle et al., 2011, 2018), suggesting

that air ascends there (Schneider et al., 2012). This, in turn, suggest that on Titan, the circulation consists of a pole-

to-pole circulation during solstice, with air rising in the summer and descending in the winter pole. This conclusion

strengthens when considering the fact that lakes populate the polar regions of Titan while the equator is relatively dry

(Aharonson et al., 2009). However, it is important to note that the details of the circulation vary among the different

models, with some models having the ascending motion at the pole (e.g., Schneider et al., 2012), and others in the

midlatitudes (Mitchell et al., 2006; Mitchell, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2009; Newman et al., 2016).
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Figure 1.6: Zonal mean zonal winds (ms´1) of the solar system terrestrial planets. Ls is for solar longitude.

Titan, unlike Earth and Mars, has a strong equatorial superrotating jet (Read and Lebonnois, 2018; Mitchell et al.,

2019; Imamura et al., 2020). Venus also has a superrotating jet, and previous studies suggest that superrotation tends

to occur in slowly rotating planets (e.g., Del Genio and Suozzo, 1987; Mitchell and Vallis, 2010; Imamura et al., 2020).

However, the jets on Titan experience a unique seasonal cycle where the jet weakens during midwinter (Fig. 1.6). This

weakening of the jet during midwinter is opposite of the observed flow on Earth and Mars, where the jet is strongest

during midwinter (Fig. 1.6). In addition to the jet in the free troposphere and stratosphere, observations from lake

waviness suggest that surface winds are significant during summer (e.g., Hayes et al., 2013).

To conclude, observations and past studies of the solar system terrestrial planets suggest the circulation of a

planetary atmosphere with a seasonal cycle consists of a

• A seasonally varying Hadley circulation with a dominant cross-equatorial winter cell and a weak to no summer

cell during solstice. The width and strength of that circulation will vary depending on the seasonality and other

planetary parameters.

• A strong free troposphere jet in the winter hemisphere.

• A boundary layer jet in the summer hemisphere.

7
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This is a general picture of the circulation of terrestrial atmospheres. However, some differences, that were already

mentioned, come up when comparing the circulation between the planets, and these differences give rise to interesting

questions regarding the atmospheric dynamics on terrestrial planets. The first difference relates to the position of the

ascending branch of the Hadley circulation. Previous studies on Earth’s climate suggested that the ascending motion

will be at the latitude of maximum moist static energy (MSE, e.g., Emanuel et al., 1994; Privé and Plumb, 2007).

However, Mars is a counterexample where the ascending motion is equatorward of the warmest latitude (Forget et al.,

1999; Read et al., 2015). Titan is another example that questions the understanding we have from Earth. For Titan,

different models predict a different latitude in the ascending motion. For example, Schneider et al. (2012) is an

example of a model that predicts the ascending motion to be poleward of the warmest latitude, while Lora et al.

(2015) showed that the ascending motion is colocated with the warmest latitude. This contradiction suggests a need

for a better understanding of the dynamical controls on the circulation.

The flow in the solar system planets also differs in the seasonal evolution of their winter polar vortex. During mid-

winter, Earth’s and Mars’s polar vortices reach their peak wind speed. However, Titan’s polar vortex weakens during

midwinter (Fig. 1.6, Teanby et al., 2019; Sharkey et al., 2020; Shultis et al., 2022). Another difference between the

planets regards the polar vortex potential vorticity (PV) structure. While both Earth’s tropospheric and stratospheric

polar vortices have a monopolar PV, i.e., the PV peaks at the pole (e.g., Polvani et al., 2010), The PV structure of

Titan’s and Mars’s polar vortices can be annular, i.e., the PV peaks equatorward from the pole (Mitchell et al., 2015;

Sharkey et al., 2021). This variability in the dynamics between the planets results from the difference in the plane-

tary parameters of the planets. Given the observed variability in the atmospheric dynamics, the aim of this thesis is

to systematically explore the dependence of planetary climate with seasonality on the different planetary parameters

described above.

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the known theoretical knowledge on zonal

mean planetary climate focusing on the basic dynamical equations and leading order balances. In this chapter, we

also solve the axisymmetric theory for the Hadley circulation for other planetary parameters. Chapter 3 describes

the methods used in this thesis, namely the idaelized general circulation model and energy balance model. Chapter

4 focuses on the climate of planets with a nonzero eccentricity and different obliquities. Following that, Chapter

5 explores how the climate of a planet in a circular orbit (i.e., zero eccentricity) changes with obliquity, rotation

rate, atmospheric mass, and orbital period. The results and implications for the terrestrial solar system planets are

summarized in Chapter 6.
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Theory

The primitive equations

The primitive equations are generally considered as the governing dynamical equations for the flow on spherical

rotating planets (Vallis, 2017). The equations in pressure coordinates are given by

Du

Dt
´ 2Ωv sinϕ´

uv

a
tanϕ “ ´

1

a cosϕ

BΦ

Bλ
´Du, (2.1)

Dv

Dt
` 2Ωu sinϕ´

u2

a
tanϕ “ ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
´Dv, (2.2)

BΦ

Bp
“ ´

RT

p
, (2.3)

where
D

Dt
“

B

Bt
`

u

a cosϕ

B

Bλ
`
v

a

B

Bϕ
` w

B

Bp
, (2.4)

is the material derivative, u, v, andw, are the zonal (λ), meridional (ϕ) and pressure (p) velocities, Φ is the geopotential

height, a is the planetary radius, Ω is the planetary rotation rate, T is temperature, andR is the gas constant andDu, Dv

and dissipation terms. These equations have several assumptions entailed within them. These assumptions are called

the traditional assumptions, and they are commonly used for terrestrial atmospheres. The assumptions are

• Hydrostatic balance in the vertical equation - the gravitational acceleration is much larger than any other term

in the vertical, and it balances the vertical pressure gradients.

• Shallow atmosphere, low aspect ratio - as we are interested in large-scale flows, due to the shallowness of the

atmosphere, the aspect ratio H{L for these types of flows is low and allows to neglect Coriolis metric terms

that involve the vertical velocity in the horizontal equation.

To close this system of equations, there is a need for the continuity equation, that in pressure coordinates is given by

1

a cosϕ

Bu

Bλ
`

1

a

Bv

Bϕ
`

Bw

Bp
“ 0, (2.5)

and a thermodynamic equation
DT

Dt
´
RTw

Cpp
“ Q, (2.6)

where Q represents different heating sources.

Leading order balances

The primitive equations are highly non-linear. It is common to use dimensional analysis to scale the equations and

identify leading order terms that balance each other. As part of the traditional approximation, the vertical momentum

equation (Eq. 2.3) consists of a balance between the two leading order terms, the hydrostatic balance. Scaling the

horizontal velocities as u, v „ Upû, v̂q, where ˆ̈ denotes a non-dimensional quantity. The horizontal length scale

scales as a, the planetary radius, the advective timescale scales as t „ pa{Uqt̂. For example, the scaling of the

material derivative is given by
Du

Dt
„
U2

a

Dû

Dt̂
. (2.7)
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Focusing on the meridional equation (a similar analysis can be done for the zonal equation), the scaled equation can

be written as (for simplicity, neglecting the dissipation term)

U

Ωa

Dv̂

Dt̂
` 2û sinϕ`

U

Ωa
û2 tanϕ “ ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
. (2.8)

Defining the Rossby number, Ro as

Ro “
U

Ωa
, (2.9)

we can see that the leading order balance depends on the Ro number value. For Earth, a fast-rotating planet, Ro ă 1

and the leading order balance is geostrophic,

fu “ ´
1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
, (2.10)

where,

f “ 2Ω sinϕ, (2.11)

is the Coriolis parameter. The geostrophic balance is a limit where the Coriolis force, in leading order, balances the

pressure gradient force; note that due to the dependence of the Coriolis force on latitude (Eq. 2.11), the geostrophic

balance holds only far enough from the equator. In the case of large Rossby numbers, which is the case for slowly

rotating planets, equatorial regions, or smaller-scale phenomena, the balance is cyclostrophic,

u2

a
tanϕ “ ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
. (2.12)

Although the metric and material derivative terms scale similarly, it is a standard first-order approximation to neglect

the material derivative term. This is also backed by observations from Venus and Titan, where the observed leading

order balance is cyclostrophic (Leovy, 1973; Sanchez-Lavega, 2010). In an intermediate case, the balance is thermal

gradient balance

fu`
u2

a
tanϕ “ ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
. (2.13)

Phenomena with different scales will usually have different Rossby numbers. While the Rossby number for the large-

scale circulation on Earth is smaller than one, this is not the case for smaller-scale phenomena, such as hurricanes and

tornadoes. This is an example of how the Rossby number changes with the scale of the phenomena, where the scale

is significantly smaller than the planetary radius. When considering the study of large-scale planetary atmospheric

dynamics, the circulation features are of the scale of the planet’s radius. In this case, the Rossby number will mostly

depend on the planetary rotation rate and radius.

The axisymmetric theory

The axisymmetric theory is a theory for the Hadley circulation in the case of a zonally symmetric flow, where eddies

are neglected. The theory predicts the circulation width by assuming a thermally closed-cell and continuity of the

temperature at the edge of the cells. The advantage of this theory compared to other theories is that it predicts the

latitudes of the ascending and descending branches of the circulation and an estimate for its strength, while other

theories predict either the ascending (Neelin and Held, 1987; Privé and Plumb, 2007) or the descending (e.g., Held,

2000; Korty and Schneider, 2008; Levine and Schneider, 2015) branch. However, the assumption of neglecting the

influence of eddies is questionable (e.g., Walker and Schneider, 2006). Given the simplifications, the theory gives

a relatively good prediction for the width of the circulation, both for the annual mean and solsticial circulations.

In addition, because we are interested in the solsticial circulation, this theory becomes even more relevant. Previous

studies have shown that in cases with a strong enough seasonal cycle, the circulation transitions from an eddy mediated
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circulation at equinox to a more axisymmetric circulation at solstice (e.g., Bordoni and Schneider, 2008; Schneider

and Bordoni, 2008; Bordoni and Schneider, 2010).

Although this theory was first developed for understanding the width of the Hadley circulation on Earth, we

expand and solve it for a wider parameters range. Following closely the derivation in (Lindzen and Hou, 1988), we

start with the zonal mean angular momentum per unit mass, defined as

M “ pΩa2 cosϕ` uaq cosϕ. (2.14)

The angular momentum of an air parcel starting at rest from latitude ϕ1, the Hadley circulation ascending branch, is

M “ Ωa2 cos2 ϕ1. (2.15)

Assuming that the upper branch of the Hadley circulation conserves its angular momentum, we can write an expression

for the angular momentum conserving wind,

um “ Ωa
cos2 ϕ1 ´ cos2 ϕ

cosϕ
. (2.16)

Assuming also that the zonal flow is in gradient-wind balance (Eq. 2.13), we can evaluate this balance at heights H

and 0 and subtract the two to give

fupHq `
upHq2 tanϕ

a
“ ´

1

a

B

Bϕ
rΦpHq ´ Φp0qs , (2.17)

where we assume that |up0q| ! |upHq|. Assuming hydrostatic balance, using z as a vertical coordinate,

BΦ

Bz
“

g

θ0
θ, (2.18)

where θ is the potential temperature and θ0 is some reference potential temperature. Integrating the hydrostatic balance

(Equation 2.18) with respect to z gives

rΦpHq ´ Φp0qs “
gH

θ0
θ, (2.19)

where θ “
şH
0 θdz{H . Substituting upHq “ um and Equation 2.19 into Equation 2.17 gives

1

θ0

Bθ

Bϕ
“

Ω2a2

gH

ˆ

tanϕ

cos2 ϕ
cos4 ϕ1 ´ sinϕ cosϕ

˙

. (2.20)

Integrating Equation 2.20 with respect to ϕ yields

θpϕq ´ θpϕ1q

θ0
“ ´

Ω2a2

2gH

psin2 ϕ´ sin2 ϕ1q2

cos2 ϕ
, (2.21)

Defining a thermal Rossby number

Rt “
2gHδH
Ω2a2

, (2.22)

where δh is meridional fractional change of the radiative equilibrium (Equation 2.25). Using the thermal Rossby

number, we can write the Equation 2.21 as

θpϕq ´ θpϕ1q

θ0
“ ´

δH
Rt

psin2 ϕ´ sin2 ϕ1q2

cos2 ϕ
. (2.23)

Another form to write the thermal Rossby number, such that it can be more relevant for planetary atmospheres, is by
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using g “ 4πGρa{3 where ρ is the planet’s mean density and G is the universal gravitational constant, using that the

thermal Rossby number can be written as

Rt “
8πρGHδH

3Ω2a
. (2.24)

To close the set of equations, we parameterize the thermal forcing using Newtonian relaxation to an equilibrium

potential temperature of the form
θe
θ0

“ 1 `
δH
3

p1 ´ 3psinϕ´ sinϕ0q2q, (2.25)

with ϕ0 being the latitude of maximum θe. In order to find the predicted latitude of ascending and descending branches

of the circulation, we need to assume that the circulation is thermally closed and that the temperature is continuous at

the edge of the cells, e.g.,

şϕj

ϕ1
pθ ´ θeq cosϕdϕ “ 0, (2.26)

θpϕjq “ θepϕjq, (2.27)

Figure 2.1: Radiative equilibrium (solid black line) and angular momentum conserving (dashed red line) temperatures
for the hemispherically symmetric (a) and off-equatorial heating (b) cases. The dash-dot lines represent the descending
branch’s latitude, and the dotted line is for the latitude of the ascending branch.

where j “ w, s represents the winter and summer descending branch position, respectively. The solution for this

set of equations gives a prediction for the Hadley cell ascending and descending edges as a function of the different

planetary parameters and atmospheric characteristics. Figure 2.1 shows the radiative equilibrium (solid black curves)

and angular momentum conserving temperature (dashed red curves) curves with the solutions for the cell edges for the

hemispherically symmetric case (Held and Hou, 1980) and the off-equatorial heating case (Lindzen and Hou, 1988).

Note that the latitude of the ascending motion in the off-equatorial case is poleward from the latitude of the maximal

heating.

Solving for the ascending motion as a function of Rt and ϕ0 shows an agreement with the Caballero et al. (2008)

scaling of ϕ19R
1{3
t (Fig. 2.2). Additionally, when considering the values of the thermal Rossby number of Mars and

Titan (0.2 and 18, respectively, e.g., Read, 2011) the results from this theory can explain the circulation width on these

planets. More specifically, for Mars’s Rt value, the ascending motion is constrained and cannot reach the pole, even

when the maximal heating is at the pole, which is consistent with Mars’s models and observations. On the other hand,

for Titan’s Rt value, the latitude of the ascending motion is very dependent on the latitude of maximum heating. This
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Figure 2.2: The solution for the Hadley cell ascending branch latitude as a function of the latitude of the maximum
heating (ϕ0) and the thermal Rossby number (Rt). Yellow and magenta dotted lines represent the thermal Rossby
number of Mars and Titan, respectively. Solid red lines are for ϕ0 “ arcsinp1{3q and Rt “ 0.5, that represent the
minimal values of ϕ0 and Rt where a pole-to-pole circulation can exist. Black curve represent Equation 2.32.

can explain the discrepancy between different models that predict a different width for the circulation.

Of particular interest is the pole-to-pole circulation case. In this scenario Equations 2.26 and 2.27 translate to

şπ{2
´π{2pθ ´ θeq cosϕdϕ “ 0, (2.28)

θpπ{2q “ θepπ{2q, (2.29)

writing these equations explicitly, with ϕ1 “ π{2 gives

şπ{2
´π{2

”

1 `
δH
3 p1 ´ 3psinϕ´ sinϕ0q2q

ı

cosϕdϕ “
şπ{2

´π{2

”

θpπ{2q

θ0
´

δH
Rt

psin2 ϕ´1q2

cos2 ϕ

ı

cosϕdϕ, (2.30)

θpπ{2q

θ0
“ 1 `

δH
3 p1 ´ 3p1 ´ sinϕ0q2q. (2.31)

After some simple algebraic manipulations of these equations, one can obtain the expression for a curve that describes

where in the space of pRt, ϕ0q the winter Hadley cell covers the entire globe,

Rt “
1

3 sinϕ0 ´ 1
. (2.32)

We can translate Equation 2.32 to conditions onRt and ϕ0 for having a pole-to-pole circulation. First, becauseRt ą 0

we need ϕ0 ą arcsinp1{3q, second, ϕ0 “ 90˝ represents the minimal value of Rt to have a pole-to-pole circulation,

meaning that in order to have a pole-to-pole circulation we needRt ě 0.5. We can see that this limit fits the numerical

solution (Red lines and black curves in Fig. 2.32).
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Methods

General circulation model

The model is based on (Anderson et al., 2004) GCM and solves the primitive equations (Eq. 2.1-2.3, 2.5-2.6) in

a spectral grid of T42 with 25 vertical layers. The boundary is a slab ocean with a mixed layer depth of 10m; no

land or sea-ice are considered in the model. Radiation transfer is represented by a two-stream gray radiation scheme

(Frierson et al., 2006). The model also uses a simplified representation of moisture, neglecting the effect of clouds

(Betts and Miller, 1986). Different versions of this model are commonly used mainly for the study of Earth’s climate

and planetary climate.

Radiation

The radiative heating, Qr is calculated using

Qr “
g

cp

B

Bp
pU ´D ´Rsq , (3.1)

whereU andD are the upward and downward longwave radiation, respectively, andRs is the solar shortwave radiation

calculated using Equations 1.1-1.3.

Boundary layer

The surface boundary layer is a uniform water-covered slab with an albedo α “ 0.36. A planetary boundary layer

scheme with Monin-Obukhov surface fluxes (Obukhov, 1971), which depend on the stability of the boundary layer,

links the atmospheric dynamics to surface fluxes of momentum, latent heat, and sensible heat.

The lower boundary layer is a slab ocean, comprising a vertically uniform layer of liquid water of depthH is taken

to be 10m; this depth allows for numerical stability in the extreme cases while keeping a pronounced seasonality in

our simulation (as shown by Donohoe et al. (2014) the importance of this parameter for seasonality), the slab ocean

has no dynamics, and horizontally varying temperatures are evolving as

Cp0ρ0H
BTs
Bt

“ Rsp1 ´ αq ´Ru ´ LE ´ S ´ Σ, (3.2)

wereCp0 “ 3989 J kg´1K´1 is the surface heat capacity, ρ0 “ 1035 kg m´3 is the effective density if the slab ocean,

L “ 2.5 ˆ 106 Jkg´1 is the latent heat of vaporization and Ru is the net upward longwave flux from the ocean slab.

E,S and Σ are the surface evaporative heat flux, sensible heat flux and surface stress respectively, which are given by

E “ ρaC|ua|pqa ´ q˚
s q, (3.3)

S “ ρacpC|ua|pTa ´ Tsq, (3.4)

Σ “ Cρa|ua||ua|, (3.5)

where ρaua, Ta and qa are the density, horizontal wind, temperature and humidity at the lowest atmospheric level

respectively. q˚
s is the saturation specific humidity at the lowest model layer, and C is a drag coefficient that decays

with height following the Monin-Obukhov theory (Obukhov, 1971; Frierson et al., 2006). Above the boundary layer,

horizontal ∇8 hyperdiffusion in the vorticity, divergence, and temperature equations is the only frictional process.
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Hydrological cycle

A hydrological cycle is included in the model; it involves evaporation, condensation, and water vapor transport.

Moisture is calculated at each grid point and depends on the surface evaporation fluxes and convection, following the

moisture equation
Dq

Dt
“ g

BE

Bp
´
Qc

L
. (3.6)

A large scale (grid-scale) condensation scheme ensures that the mean relative humidity in a grid cell does not

exceed 100% (Frierson et al., 2007; O’Gorman and Schneider, 2008) only the vapor-liquid phase change is considered,

and saturation vapor pressure es is calculated from a simplified Clausius-Clapeyron relation given by

espT q “ e0 exp

„

´
L

Rv

ˆ

1

T
´

1

T0

˙ȷ

, (3.7)

with Rv “ 461.5 J kg´1K´1 is the gas constant for water vapor, e0 “ 610.78 Pa and T0 “ 273.16 K. The saturation

specific humidity is the calculated by qs “ Rves
Rdp

. Moist convection is represented by a Betts-Miller-like convection

scheme (Betts, 1986; Betts and Miller, 1986), relaxing temperature toward a moist adiabat with a time scale of 2 hr

and water vapor toward a profile with a fixed relative humidity of 70% relative to the moist adiabat. Whenever a parcel

is lifted from the lowest model level, it is convectively unstable. Large-scale condensation removes water vapor from

the atmosphere when the specific humidity on the grid-scale exceeds the saturation.
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Figure 3.1: The circulation in a model simulation with Earth-like parameters. Panel a shows the annual mean zonal
mean zonal wind (ms´1, colors) and mean meridional circulation (contours). Panel b shows the same as panel a but
for the northern hemisphere summer. Panels c and d show the surface temperature (K) seasonal cycle and the 250 hPa
zonal mean zonal wind (ms´1, colors), respectively.
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Comparison to Earth

Comparing the simulated flow on a simulation with Earth-like parameters (Fig. 3.1) to the observed flow (Figs. 1.4-

1.6) show a relatively good resemblance. Although there are differences between the model and the observation,

given the model simplifications, e.g., an aquaplanet (no land), simplified radiation and moisture schemes, no clouds

and ice feedback, the model does a good job in representing the flow. Some of the main differences are the unrealistic

stratospheric flow attributed to the simplified radiation scheme and a relatively stronger seasonal cycle due to a thin

mixed layer depth (10m). The model reproduction of the flow on Earth is good enough as a reference case for this

thesis as the main goal is to explore the sensitivity to changes in planetary parameters.

Energy balance model

A diffusive EBM is a simplified form to study the temperature dependence on different parameters. Using a simplified

model reduces the complexity allowing for separation of the effects of the different parameters. Specifically in a

diffusive energy balance, where one parameter contains the effect of the atmospheric dynamics. More specifically, the

EBM that we solve for is given by:

C
BT

Bt
“ Qp1 ´ aq ´ σT 4 `

B

Bϕ

ˆ

D cosϕ
BT

Bϕ

˙

, (3.8)

where C is the heat capacity, T is temperature, Q is the diurnal mean insolation, a is the albedo, D is the diffusion

coefficient and ϕ is latitude. The diurnal mean insolation, Q “ S0 cos ζ, where cos ζ is given by Equation 1.2. For

simplicity we take a “ 0 and D to be constant.

Even with these simplifications, the temperature seasonal cycle depends on large number of variables, such as, the

heat capacity, solar constant, orbital period (ω), obliquity, and diffusion. To reduce the number of variables, we can

use a non-dimensional form of Equation 3.8. Consider the following transformation:

T “ TT 1, (3.9)

t “ ωt1. (3.10)

Where

T “

ˆ

Q

σ

˙1{4

, (3.11)

with Q “ S0{4 is the annual and global mean insolation, and ω is the orbital period. Substituting the transformation

in Eq. 3.8 gives:
C

σT
3

1

ω

BT 1

Bt1
“ Q1 ´ T 14 `

D

σT
3

B

Bϕ

ˆ

cosϕ
BT 1

Bϕ

˙

. (3.12)

Noting that, C{σT
3 scales like the radiative timescale, τR, we can define the following nondimensional numbers

τ̃ “ C

σT
3
1
ω , (3.13)

D̃ “ D

σT
3 , (3.14)

to write

τ̃
BT 1

Bt1
“ Q1 ´ T 14 ` D̃

B

Bϕ

ˆ

cosϕ
BT 1

Bϕ

˙

. (3.15)

Here, the resulting seasonal cycle depends on three parameters, the obliquity (γ), the ratio between the radiative

timescale and the orbital period (τ̃ ), and the non-dimensional diffusion coefficient (D̃), a similar non-dimensional
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analysis was done for a linearized model in Rose et al. (2017). We solve Equation 3.15 using an explicit finite

difference method (North and Kim, 2017), for different values of γ, τ̃ and D̃. Note that using the annual and global

mean insolation to non-dimensionalize Eq. 3.8 is an approximation.
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The climate on eccentric planets

Perpetual solar constant variations

The few studies concerning the eccentricity effect on planets with zero obliquity have focused mainly on the temper-

ature response and less on the atmospheric dynamics (e.g., Dressing et al., 2010; Ohno and Zhang, 2019). Kane and

Torres (2017) compared the effect of eccentricity and obliquity on the insolation, showing that even for low eccen-

tricity values, the effect of eccentricity is significant. Motivated by that, and for the sake of completeness, we start by

examining the simpler case of zero obliquity before delving into the more complex cases.

Figure 4.1: Comparison between the moist (blue dots) and dry (red dots) simulation for increasing values of S0
(corresponds to increasing values of maximum surface temperature (maxpTsq). Note that for the moist simulations
the range of S0 is 500 ´ 3500 Wm´2, and for the dry simulations the range of S0 is 500 ´ 2500 Wm´2. Panels
a, b, d and e are the normalized meridional temperature gradient (∆T ), Northern Hemisphere mean MSE flux ( Ăvm,
where tilde denotes a vertical average and an average over the NH of vm) tropopause height (H) and tropospharic
lapse rate (BzT ) as a function of maxpTsq, respectively. Panels c and f, respectively, are the moist and dry mean
meridional circulation (colors, vertically averaged between 400 and 600 mbar, blue denotes the northward flow in the
upper branch of the circulation), and the zonal mean zonal wind (contours, vertically averaged between 100 and 500
mbar), where the bold contour represents the zero zonal mean zonal wind line. Note that the colorscale range differs,
where in c it is ˘1 ˆ 1011 kg s´1 and in f it is ˘2 ˆ 1011 kg s´1. The black line in panel e is the saturation moist
adiabat at 600 mbar.

The insolation variations during an eccentric orbit of a zero obliquity planet are equivalent to changes in the solar

constant (S0) during the orbit. For this reason, before focusing on the eccentricity seasonal cycle, it is beneficial to

study the response of the dynamics to perpetual changes in the solar constant. Most previous studies of the climate

dependence on the solar constant were done with the purpose of determining planetary habitability (e.g., Selsis et al.,

2007; Abe et al., 2011; Kopparapu et al., 2013; Leconte et al., 2013; Shields et al., 2013; Wolf and Toon, 2015; Godolt

et al., 2015; Popp et al., 2016; Wolf et al., 2017). In addition, studies that did focus on the atmospheric dynamics

response to the solar constant variations were done as part of a large parameter sweep, discussing only briefly the

solar constant effect (e.g., Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Komacek and Abbot, 2019a). In addition to the trivial warming
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with S0, Kaspi and Showman (2015) found that the normalized equator-to-pole temperature difference

∆T “
maxpTsq ´ minpTsq

meanpTsq
, (4.1)

where Ts is the surface temperature, changes in a non-monotonic form with S0, where for small S0, ∆T increases

with S0, and for high S0, ∆T decreases with S0 (Fig. 4.1a). Kaspi and Showman (2015) attributed the non-monotonic

behavior of ∆T with S0 to the non-linearity of moisture with temperature. This non-linearity results in more efficient

equator-to-pole heat transport as the climate gets warmer (Fig. 4.1b). The total heat transport can be described in terms

of the flux of moist static energy (MSE), m “ Lq ` s, where L is the latent heat of vaporization, q is the specific

humidity, and s “ CpT ` gz is the dry static energy, where Cp is the heat capacity of dry air, T is the temperature,

g is the surface gravity, and z is the geopotential height. The zonal mean MSE flux, vm, where v is the meridional

wind and bar denotes zonal mean, can be divided into contributions from the zonal mean and eddies (deviations from

the zonal mean, denoted by a prime, for a general field A, A1 “ A´A) in the following form

vm “ v̄m̄` v1m1 “ Lvq ` vs “ Lv̄q̄ ` v̄s̄` Lv1q1 ` v1s1. (4.2)

Increasing the solar constant enhances the total heat flux, with the main contribution coming from the eddy fluxes

(Fig. 4.2). In particular, the moist contribution becomes more dominant as the solar constant increases (Figures 4.2 and

4.1b). This non-linearity of the MSE flux explains the non-monotonic behavior of ∆T with S0 (Kaspi and Showman,

2015). In order to illustrate this, it is convenient to look at the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for the saturation water

vapor pressure in the atmosphere

espT q “ e0 exp

„

´
L

Rv

ˆ

1

T
´

1

T0

˙ȷ

, (4.3)

where Rv is the gas constant for water vapor and e0 is the saturation vapor pressure at T0 “ 273.16˝K. This non-

linearity will lead to a higher es in warmer latitudes. Increasing the solar constant will enhance this effect, resulting

in an increased moisture meridional gradient; in order to reduce this gradient, the flux will increase, resulting in more

heat transported from the equator to the poles.

To verify that the non-monotonic behavior of ∆T with S0 is a result of moisture, it is convenient to follow the

approach of Frierson et al. (2006), setting e0 to zero in order to eliminate moisture from the simulations. Indeed, in

this ’dry’ model configuration, ∆T strictly increases with S0 (Fig. 4.1a). In addition, the dry and moist simulations

exhibit other significant differences. First, the dry simulations are warmer than the moist ones, a result of water

evaporation acting as an energy sink (at the surface) in the moist simulations. In addition to the all-around cooling in

the moist simulation, the evaporation is stronger in the equatorial regions, cooling the equator more than the poles,

which results in a weaker equator-to-pole temperature difference in the moist simulations (Fig 4.1a). An additional

mechanism that can explain the cooling in the moist simulations is the lapse rate feedback. The lapse rate feedback is

a negative feedback, in which due to a lower lapse rate the atmosphere will radiate with higher temperatures leading

to a global cooling (Hartmann, 2016).

The moist and dry simulations also differ in the tropopause height and lapse rate (Fig. 4.1d-e). While the lapse

rate in the dry simulations remains constant across the different S0 values, for the moist case, it decreases with S0
(Fig. 4.1e). This difference is a result of the atmosphere relaxing towards a different relevant adiabatic lapse rate.

While the dry adiabat, Γd “ g{cp, is strictly determined by planetary parameters that are independent of S0, in the

moist case, the relevant lapse rate is the saturation moist adiabatic lapse rate, which can be written as

Γm “ Γd

1 `
Lµs

RdT

1 `
L2µs

CpRvT 2

, (4.4)
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Figure 4.2: Vertically integrated moist static energy flux and its decomposition (Eq. 4.2) as a function of maximum
surface temperature (K). Increasing the maximum surface temperature corresponds to increasing the solar constant,
raging from 500 to 3500 Wm´2. Note that each subplot has its own colorscale (PW).

where µs “ RdespT q{Rvp is the saturation mixing ratio and Rd is the gas constant of dry air (Andrews, 2010).

Γm represents the lower limit of the lapse rate, which is lower than the dry adiabat and generally decreases with

temperature (black line in Fig. 4.1e).

The difference in the tropopause height response between the simulations can be explained by using the equation

for the tropopause height given by Vallis et al. (2015)

H “
1

16Γ

´

λTtrop `

b

λ2T 2
trop ` 32ΓτsHsTtrop

¯

, (4.5)

where Γ is the lapse rate, λ is a constant, Ttrop is the tropopause temperature, τs is the optical depth at the surface

and Hs is the atmospheric height scale. H is proportional to Ttrop, which increases with S0 in both the dry and

moist cases. In addition, H is inversely proportional to Γ, which decreases only in the moist case. This explains the

difference in the response of H between the moist and dry simulations.

These changes in ∆T , H, and lapse rate can be used to explain how the atmospheric dynamics changes as a

function of S0, and more specifically, the changes in the zonal mean zonal wind, u, and in the mean meridional
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circulation, ψ. The mean meridional circulation is described using the mean meridional streamfunction

ψ “
2πa

g

ż

v cosϕdp, (4.6)

where a is the planetary radius, ϕ is latitude, and p is pressure. On Earth, the meridional circulation is composed

mainly of the tropical thermally driven Hadley cell, where, in the annual mean, air rises at the equator and descends in

the subtropics. In the midlatitudes, there is the eddy-driven Ferrel cell, which is driven by baroclinic macroturbulence

in the atmosphere (Held, 2000; Vallis, 2017). In both moist and dry cases, u and ψ exhibit relatively small changes

with S0, with a general increase in the jet strength and small changes in the streamfunction with S0 (Fig. 4.1c,f).

While the strength of the circulation increases with S0 in the dry case, in the moist case it decreases (Fig. 4.1c,f). This

behavior correlates with the response of ∆T to S0, and is in agreement with the axisymmetric theory that projects

that the strength of the circulation is proportional to the meridional temperature gradient (Held and Hou, 1980). This,

however, should be taken with a grain of salt, as according to the Held and Hou (1980) scaling, the strength should

increase with higher H; yet, it was shown that the relation between H and the circulation strength is not as robust as

the relation between ∆T and the circulation strength (Chemke and Kaspi, 2017).

For the moist case, simulations with high values of S0, exhibit equatorial superrotation (Fig. 4.1c). A possible

reason for the transition to superrotation is the decrease in ∆T with the solar constant, which was shown to result in

superrotation for some cases (Laraia and Schneider, 2015; Polichtchouk and Cho, 2016; Imamura et al., 2020). As the

equator-to-pole temperature difference decreases, so does the baroclinicity, allowing superrotation to develop from a

wave source in the equatorial region (Polichtchouk and Cho, 2016).

Planets with zero obliquity

The insolation seasonal cycle of a planet in an eccentric orbit with zero obliquity can be described as seasonal varia-

tions of the solar constant. The atmospheric response to the seasonal cycle insolation is dominated by some ratio of

the radiative timescale and the orbital period (Mitchell et al., 2014; Rose et al., 2017). Longer orbital periods give the

atmosphere more time to adjust to the seasonally varying insolation, resulting in a climate with a stronger seasonal

cycle and with the temperature becoming more in phase with the insolation (Mitchell et al., 2014). The radiative

timescale can be written as

τrad “
C

4σT 3
e

, (4.7)

this is a generalized version of Equation 1.4, where C is for the heat capacity, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and

Te is the equilibrium temperature,

Te “

ˆ

Q

σ

˙1{4

, (4.8)

where Q is the incoming insolation at the top of the atmosphere. The radiative timescale controls the time the

atmosphere needs to adjust to radiative changes. Substituting Equation 4.8 into Equation 4.7 gives τrad9Q´3{4,

meaning that the radiative timescale is inversely proportional to the insolation. Alternatively, colder temperatures

correspond to longer time for the atmospheric response to radiative changes.

Temperature response

Planets with zero obliquity exhibit hemispherical symmetry. Due to this symmetry, it is convenient to quantify the

surface temperature seasonal cycle of a planet in an eccentric orbit with zero obliquity using ∆T and maxpTsq. In

this (∆T , maxpTsq) space, the seasonal cycle has a shape of an ellipse, with this shape changing its characteristics

depending on the eccentricity and orbital period values, as shown in Figure 4.3, where the red circle denotes the first
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Figure 4.3: ∆T as a function of maxpTsq (K) for different values of eccentricity (0.05 (orange), 0.1 (cyan), 0.2 (blue),
0.3 (green), 0.4 (red), 0.5 (black)), with an Earth-like orbital period (a,d) and an 1{8 of Earth’s orbital period (b,e)
and for different orbital periods (0.125 (brown), 0.25 (orange), 0.5 (cyan), 1 (blue), 2 (green), 4 (red), 6 (black) times
Earth’s orbital period) with ϵ “ 0.3 (c,f) for moist (first row) and dry (second row) simulations. Red circles represent
the first day of the year and the day with maximum insolation (the seasonal cycle moves clockwise). The black and
red lines are the line from the perpetual equinox simulations (Fig. 4.1a), for moist and dry, respectively.

day of the year, and the seasonal cycle moves clockwise. Increasing the eccentricity in an Earth-like orbital period

(Fig. 4.3a,d) results in a stronger seasonal cycle, with most of the response occurring in the cooling period in the

seasonal cycle. This is a consequence of the differences between the timescale of the cooling and warming periods

during the insolation seasonal cycle; whereas the maximum (minimum) insolation increases (decreases) strongly

(weakly) with eccentricity, the time period of this strong warming (weak cooling) becomes shorter (longer) with

eccentricity (Fig. 1.1a-c), giving the atmosphere less (more) time to adjust to these radiative changes. In comparison,

varying the eccentricity for a planet with a short orbital period results in a weak seasonal cycle with almost no

differences between the cooling and warming periods (Fig. 4.3b,e), an outcome of the radiative changes acting on a

faster scale relative to the radiative timescale. In addition to the seasonal cycle changes, there is general warming

with eccentricity; this warming is the response to the annual mean insolation. The annual mean insolation increases

with eccentricity (Bolmont et al., 2016), for this reason, if the orbital period is short enough, the climate is forced

effectively by the annual mean insolation, resulting in a general warming trend, with the ∆T response following the

perpetual response (lines in Fig. 4.3).

The response to changing the orbital period in constant eccentricity (Fig. 4.3c,f) has qualitative differences. First,

increasing the orbital period alters both the cooling and warming period response, a result of the fact that increasing

the orbital period gives the atmosphere more time to adjust in both periods. The second main response of the seasonal

cycle to variations in the orbital period is that the general slope of ∆T with maxpTsq changes with the orbital period.

We can use the following matrices to quantify this result

∆maxpTsq “ maxpmaxpTsqq ´ minpmaxpTsqq, (4.9)

∆r∆T s “ maxp∆T q ´ minp∆T q, (4.10)

α “
∆T pmaxpmaxpTsqqq´∆T pminpmaxpTsqqq

∆maxpTsq
, (4.11)
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Figure 4.4: α (left panel), the mean slope of ∆T with respect to maxpTsq from Figure 4.3c,f, and ∆r∆T s (right panel)
the seasonal amplitude of ∆T as a function of ∆pmaxpTsqq, where an increase in ∆pmaxpTsqq is equivalent to an
increase in the orbital period, for moist (blue) and dry (red) cases. Note that for the moist case there are two additional
simulations that are not shown in Figure 4.3 (ω “ 3 and 5).

where ∆maxpTsq and ∆r∆T s represent the seasonal amplitude of changes in maxpTsq and ∆T , respectively. Note

that an increase in ∆maxpTsq is equivalent to an increase in the orbital period. α represents the mean slope of ∆T as

a function of maxpTsq. Both ∆r∆T s and α are non-monotonic with the orbital period, where both exhibit an increase

in short orbital periods and a decrease in longer ones (Fig. 4.4).

A good starting point for understanding the non-monotonic dependence of α and ∆r∆T s on the orbital period

is to consider the extremes. The first extreme is a very short orbital period; in this case, the radiative timescale is

much longer than the timescale at which the radiative changes occur, resulting in a climate that is effectively forced

by the annual mean forcing and can be represented as a point in Figure 4.3. In the second extreme, the ’infinite

orbital period’, the radiative changes occur over long timescales, allowing the atmosphere to relax to the seasonal

forcing. This is equivalent to changing the solar constant in a perpetual equinox, and as a result the seasonal cycle

will coincide with the line representing the perpetual case (black and red lines in Fig. 4.3). Using these extreme cases,

it becomes clear why the seasonal cycle in long orbital periods approaches the perpetual line, as does the decrease

in α and ∆r∆T s at long orbital periods. The remaining question is, What controls the shape of the seasonal cycle in

short-to-moderate orbital periods?

Simple energy balance model

In order to understand what controls the temperature seasonal cycle in short-to-moderate orbital periods we construct a

simple energy balance model. As mentioned, for long orbital periods, α starts to decrease as a result of the atmosphere

having enough time to respond to the radiative changes, and the dynamics to change the temperature structure. Given

this, we can assume that in short orbital periods, the dynamics do not have enough time to alter the seasonal cycle

temperature structure significantly, and the main process is a radiative one. Based on this argument, consider a simple

dry, non-diffusive energy balance model,

C
dT

dt
“ Q´ σT 4, (4.12)

where C is the heat capacity, and Q is the insolation, with both Q and T are a function of time and latitude. This

is a simplification of Equation 3.8, where we neglect the diffusion term. To simplify this even further, similar to the

derivation in Mitchell et al. (2014), we can assume that the annual mean is relaxed to the annual mean forcing. This

assumption is a direct result of taking the annual mean of Equation 4.12, and can be justified from Figure 4.3, where

the center of each ellipse falls on, or is close to, the perpetual equinox line, suggesting that the annual mean is relaxed
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Figure 4.5: Solution of the simple EBM (Eq. 4.18) for ε “ 0.1 (left panel) and 0.3 (right panel) with different orbital
period values (1/8 (purple), 1 (red), 4 (blue)). The lines are solutions with τrad taken to be constant with latitude, with
a value of 30 days, the ellipses are solutions for a latitude-dependent τrad, given by Equation 4.7.

to the relevant perpetual equinox scenario. Using this assumption, the temperature and insolation can be decomposed

into

T “ T ` T 1, (4.13)

Q “ Q`Q1, (4.14)

where

T “

ˆ

Q

σ

˙1{4

. (4.15)

Here, the bar and prime denote the time mean and deviations from the time mean respectively. Assuming that T 1 ! T ,

we can linearize Equation 4.12 giving

C
dT 1

dt
“ Q1 ´ 4σT

3
T 1. (4.16)

As described in Mitchell et al. (2014), solutions to this equation for T 1 have both a phase lag and amplitude reduction

relative to the forcing term Q1. Equation 4.16 is a linear ordinary differential equation with the general solution

T 1 “

„
ż

Q1

C
exp

ˆ

t

τrad

˙

dt` T0

ȷ

exp

ˆ

´
t

τrad

˙

, (4.17)

where τrad is the radiative timescale (as in Eq. 4.7, substituting Te with T ) and T0 is the initial condition1. In order

to illustrate the role of the orbital period, we can write t Ñ ωt1, where ω is the orbital period; using this notation, we

can write the temperature solution

T “

´

Q
σ

¯1{4
`

”

ş ωQ1

C exp
´

ω
τrad

t1
¯

dt1 ` T0

ı

exp
´

´ ω
τrad

t1
¯

. (4.18)

The nature of the solution strongly depends on the latitudinal structure of τrad. If τrad is taken to be the same at all

latitudes, the solution is simply a straight line, that becomes longer with the orbital period (Fig. 4.5). However, taking

τrad with a latitudinal structure (as in Equation 4.7, with T ), the temperature solution becomes qualitatively similar

to the GCM solution. This result suggests that, at least for the short and moderate orbital periods where ω{τrad is

1T0 is given by calculating T 1 with a random value for T0 for one year and using the last step from this calculation as the initial condition
for the solution shown in Figure 4.5.
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small enough, the eccentricity seasonal cycle can be explained using these radiation balance arguments. Note that this

statement is true only for the seasonal cycle response, that is considered a perturbation around the mean state that is

strongly affected by dynamics and other processes. Once ω{τrad is large enough, the atmosphere has more time to

respond to the radiative changes, and other dynamical and nonlinear radiative effects come into play. Additionally, the

simple solution’s (Eq. 4.18) dependence on the latitudinal structure of τrad underlines the importance of the latitudinal

structure of the radiative timescale for the response of the atmosphere to the eccentricity seasonal cycle.

Circulation response

Merdional temperature gradients affect the atmospheric general circulation. The balance between the meridional

temperature gradients and the zonal mean zonal wind shear, for rapidly rotating planets, is given by the thermal wind

balance

f
Bu

Bp
“
Rd

p

1

a

ˆ

BT

Bϕ

˙

p

, (4.19)

where f “ 2Ω sinϕ is the Coriolis parameter, with Ω the rotation rate. The subscript p in the last term in Equation

4.19 denotes that the derivative is taken over isobaric surfaces. The thermal wind balance is the first order balance for

an atmosphere in hydrostatic balance on fast rotating planets (Vallis, 2017; Galanti et al., 2017) implying that steeper

meridional temperature gradients are balanced by stronger vertical zonal wind shear. In addition to the effect on the

zonal winds, the mean meridional circulation is also strongly affected by the meridional temperature gradients, where

the Hadley circulation becomes stronger and wider as the meridional temperature gradient increases (Held and Hou,

1980).
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the moist (top row) and dry (bottom row) seasonal cycle of the meridional circulation (1010

kg s´1), averaged vertically between 400 ´ 600 hPa (shading, blue means northward flow in the upper branch of the
circulation), and the zonal mean zonal wind vertically averaged between 100 ´ 500 hPa (contours) for eccentricities:
0.1 (a,d) 0.3 (b,e) 0.5 (c,f).

Both the meridional streamfunction and the zonal wind exhibit a seasonal cycle that is more pronounced in the

moist case (Fig. 4.6), consistent with the perpetual case where the dynamics have a more complex dependence on S0
(Fig. 4.1). However, in contrast to the perpetual moist case, where, for example, warmer climate results in a weaker
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circulation, this is not the case for the seasonal cycle, a result of the different dependence of ∆T on maxpTsq. Also,

the only case where equatorial superrotation persist for the seasonal cycle, is for ε “ 0.5 (Fig. 4.6c); however, it

is correlated with high ∆T , unlike the perpetual case, suggesting that a different mechanism is responsible for the

transition to superrotation in the seasonal cycle case.

In rotating atmospheres, two general processes can accelerate a westerly (prograde) jet stream, and both involve

a source of angular momentum for the prograde flow. The first mechanism relates to the poleward transfer of air

from the warm tropics to higher latitudes (e.g., the Hadley circulation). If, in this process, the poleward traveling air

conserves its angular momentum, starting with a zero zonal mean zonal wind at the equator, the angular momentum

conserving wind (Vallis, 2017) is

um “ Ωa
sin2 ϕ

cosϕ
. (4.20)

This process will result in a prograde jet at the edge of the Hadley circulation. This type of jet is called a thermally

driven jet, and on Earth, also the subtropical jet. Note that this is an ideal description of this process, whereas in reality,

turbulence and other processes that are neglected in this ideal scheme could be relevant (e.g., Singh and Kuang, 2016;

Singh et al., 2017).

The second process that can contribute to the acceleration of prograde jets relates to wave braking in the atmo-

sphere. In the midlatitudes, where the temperature gradients are concentrated, baroclinic instability develops, creating

disturbances in this region of the atmosphere. It can be shown, using potential vorticity (PV) and angular momentum

conservation arguments, that disturbances in this region converge momentum in the disturbance latitudes, resulting in

a prograde jet (Vallis, 2017). This type of jet is called an eddy-driven jet.

On Earth, these two processes occur in proximity to each other, resulting mainly in a merged thermally- and eddy-

driven jet. However, the jet’s characteristics change during the seasonal cycle (Lachmy and Harnik, 2014; Vallis,

2017; Yuval and Kaspi, 2018). Looking at other planets, mainly the gas giants, Saturn and Jupiter, have multiple jets

in each hemisphere (e.g., Ingersoll, 1990). Generally, the number of jets in each hemisphere for a given planetary

atmosphere relates to the typical eddy size and inverse energy cascade length scale (Rhines, 1975, 1979; Chemke and

Kaspi, 2015a,b). More specifically, the inverse energy cascade scale, i.e., the Rhines scale, LR, is defined as

LR “

ˆ

2U

β

˙1{2

, (4.21)

where U is a measure of the zonal wind (the root mean square velocity, often taken as the rms of eddy velocities

(Rhines, 1975)) and β “ 2Ω cosϕ{a, is the meridional derivative of the Coriolis parameter. An estimate for the

number of jets is given by (Wang et al., 2018)

Nj «
a

4LR
. (4.22)

Wang et al. (2018) and Lee (2005) used different forms to estimate LR, finding that Nj9p∆θq´1{2, where ∆θ is the

equator-to-pole potential temperature difference. Wang et al. (2018) also tested other estimates for LR and showed

that it yields a similar result.

As the circulation’s seasonal cycle response seems to be relatively weak (Fig. 4.6), it is useful to look at the

extreme cases. Given the qualitatively different response of the temperature to changes in the eccentricity and the

orbital period, we compare the circulation response between two simulations, the first is a ε “ 0.5 and ω “ 1

simulation (hereafter referred to as high eccentricity simulation), and the second is a ε “ 0.3 and ω “ 4 simulation

(hereafter referred to as long orbital period simulation).

The mean meridional circulation gets stronger as ∆T increases in both cases (Fig. 4.7a,d), and this relation can be

explained using axisymmetric arguments (Held and Hou, 1980). The circulation deepens as the surface temperature

rises (black contours in Fig. 4.7b,c,e,f top panels), which is a similar response to that of the tropopause height in
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Figure 4.7: The seasonal cycle of the zonal mean zonal wind (u, ms´1) and mean meridional circulation (ψ, ˘5ˆ1010

kg s´1). Panels a and d show the seasonal cycle of u and ψ (top, similar to Fig. 4.6) and ∆
´1{2
T (bottom) for the ϵ “ 0.5

and ω “ 1 case, and the ϵ “ 0.3 and ω “ 4 case, respectively. Vertical lines represent the time average for panels
b and e (black), and c and f (blue), with the dashed line representing the beginning of the average period. Panels b,
c, e, and f: top shows the time mean of the zonal mean zonal wind (shading), mean meridional circulation (black
contours, dashed lines are clockwise circulation) and zonal mean eddy momentum flux convergence (´Bypu1v1q, red
and blue contours, red is for convergence); bottom shows the vertically averaged u (black, m s´1) and ´Bypu1v1q

(blue, 10´6m s´2).

the perpetual case (Fig. 4.1d). Note that qualitative differences in the temperature response result in a qualitative

difference in the circulation structure. More specifically, in the high eccentricity simulation, a high surface temperature

is accompanied by a large ∆T (Fig. 4.3a), resulting in deeper and stronger circulation at large ∆T (Fig, 4.7b-c).

However, in the long orbital period simulation, a large ∆T comes along with a relatively low surface temperature

(Fig. 4.3c), resulting in a more complex response, where the higher circulation is weaker (Fig. 4.7e-f).

The characteristics of the zonal mean zonal wind, u, also change during the seasonal cycle. As mentioned, there

are two types of jets, the thermally driven jet, associated with the Hadley circulation, and the eddy-driven jet; on

Earth, they are generally merged. There are several ways to distinguish between the two. First, the thermally driven

jet is located at the edge of the Hadley circulation, whereas the eddy-driven one is associated with eddy momentum

flux convergence. Second, their vertical structure is different, where the thermally driven jet has a more baroclinic

structure, and the eddy-driven jet, a more barotropic structure (Vallis, 2017).

During the seasonal cycle of both simulations, there is a transition from one to two jets (Fig. 4.7). Following

the p∆θq´1{2 scaling, using ∆
´1{2
T as a proxy for it, ∆´1{2

T correlates well with the number of eddy-driven jets.
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For both cases, in minimum values of ∆´1{2
T , there is only one eddy-driven jet (Fig. 4.7b,e); however, in the high

eccentricity case, the eddy driven and thermally driven jets are separated (Fig. 4.7b). In contrast, in the long orbital

period case, there is only one merged jet (Fig. 4.7e). Around the maximum values of ∆´1{2
T , in both simulations, there

are two eddy driven jets, one merged with the thermally driven jet and the other (relatively weak) at higher latitudes

(Fig. 4.7c,f). Another difference between the two simulations is that for the high eccentricity simulation there is a

short period with equatorial superrotaiton (Fig. 4.7a), which does not happen in the long orbital period simulation.

This superrotation happens when ∆
´1{2
T reaches its minimum values, i.e., high ∆T values. A manifestation of this

superrotation can be seen in Figure 4.7b, where there is a weak eddy momentum flux convergence at the equator.

Another distinctive feature, in this case, is that the midlatitude eddy momentum flux convergence is more poleward

than all other cases (Fig. 4.7). This poleward shift of the eddy momentum flux convergence may suggest that the

Rossby waves responsible for the acceleration of this jet transport momentum from the subtropics, instead of the

tropics, allowing momentum to converge at the equator. This is similar to the mechanism suggested by Mitchell and

Vallis (2010) for high and intermediate thermal Rossby numbers,

Ro “
2gH∆T

Ω2a2
, (4.23)

which can be relevant in this case, as ∆T is large.

Planets with non-zero obliquity
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Figure 4.8: Distinctive orbital configurations for an orbit with non-zero obliquity and eccentricity. (a) Perihelion and
equinox are aligned (Π “ 0˝). (b) Perihelion after equinox and before southern hemisphere summer solstice (SHSS,
Π “ 45˝). (c) Perihelion and SHSS are aligned (Π “ 180˝). (d) Perihelion after southern hemisphere winter solstice
(SHWS) and before equinox (Π “ 135˝).

Planets with non-zero obliquity (tilted planets) experience a seasonal cycle of the insolation meridional structure;

during this seasonal cycle, the maximum insolation shifts from one hemisphere to the other. In addition, the maximum

insolation increases and becomes more poleward with obliquity. The obliquity seasonal cycle can be characterized

by two periods during the orbital cycle, equinox and solstice. Equinox is when the maximum insolation is at the

equator, which occurs twice in a cycle, in this study, at stellar longitudes 0˝ and 180˝. Solstice is when the insolation

peaks at the most poleward latitude, once in each hemisphere during the seasonal cycle; in this study, as a matter of

convention, the southern hemisphere summer solstice (SHSS) is at stellar longitude 90˝, and the summer hemisphere

winter solstice (SHWS, alternatively the northern hemisphere summer solstice) is at stellar longitude 270˝.

For a tilted planet in an elliptical orbit (non-zero eccentricity), the stellar longitude of perihelion (Π), e.g., the

position where the planet is closest to its host star, relative to equinox is important. Note that in this study, the stellar

longitude of perihelion also denotes its phase with equinox (as equinox remains at stellar longitude 0˝). Due to the
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importance of the perihelion position, it is essential to distinguish between different orbital configurations, which can

be generally classified into four types: alignment of perihelion with equinox (Π “ 0˝, Fig. 4.8a) perihelion after

equinox and before the SHSS (Π “ 45˝, Fig. 4.8b), perihelion aligned with SHSS (Π “ 90˝, Fig. 4.8c) and perihelion

after SHSS and before equinox (Π “ 135˝, Fig. 4.8d). Note that perihelion values 180˝ ´ 315˝ are a mirror image

on the other hemisphere (assuming hemispheric symmetry). For given obliquity and eccentricity values, different

perihelion positions will result in different insolation seasonal cycles depending on the different orbital parameters

(Fig. 1.1g-i, 4.9e-h).
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Figure 4.9: Top row: The normalized distance from the host star (shading) and the angle relative to equinox (contours,
color values are from 0˝ (white) to 359˝ (black)) as a function of eccentricity and time, for the four configurations
shown in Figure 4.8, respectively. Bottom row: The insolation at latitude 23˝ in the southern hemisphere (shading,
W m´2); magenta line is for SHSS, yellow line for the second equinox (180˝), purple line for SHWS, red line for
perihelion and cyan line for aphelion. All plots are with an obliquity of 23˝.

In an eccentric orbit, the orbital velocity is not constant during the orbital period and depends on the planet’s

distance from the star, with the orbital velocity increasing as the planet comes closer to its host star (Lissauer and

de Pater, 2013). As eccentricity increases, this effect is magnified, and equal orbital distances will pass in a different

timescales. This effect is illustrated in the first row of Figure 4.9, where, as the distance to the star becomes shorter

(blue colors), the contours, representing the orbital angle, become denser. This means that changes in the insolation

will occur over different timescales during the orbital period, depending on the orbital configuration (Figs. 1.1,4.9e-h),

where, in general, as eccentricity increases, stronger forcing will occur over shorter periods (Fig. 4.9e-h).

To summarize, the combination of eccentricity and obliquity introduces a new degree of freedom, which is the

relative position of the perihelion with respect to equinox. The complexity is emphasized by insolation changes

occurring over different timescales, depending on the orbital configuration (Fig. 4.9). As a result, the study of the

climate on a tilted planet in an eccentric orbit depends on a wide range of parameters. The purpose of this section is

to show preliminary results of the climate dependence on obliquity, eccentricity, and perihelion, which should serve

as a baseline for future studies, give some constraints on the atmospheric circulation, and discuss the importance

and relevance of the different planetary parameters that can affect the climate response to changes in the orbital
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configuration.
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Figure 4.10: The seasonal cycle dependence on eccentricity for an obliquity of 23˝ (top half) and 45˝ (bottom half).
Top row shows the seasonal cycle of the surface temperature, with colors ranging from 250˝ to 320˝ K. The bottom row
shows the seasonal cycle of the mean merional circulation, vertically averaged between 400 and 600 hPa (1010kg s´1

shading, blue means northward flow in the upper branch of the circulation), and the zonal mean zonal wind, vertically
averaged between 100 and 500 hPa. Eccentricity increases from left to right, with values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and
Π “ 0˝ in all panels.

The insolation of a tilted planet with an eccentric orbit is a function of three parameters: Obliquity (γ), eccentricity

(ε), and perihelion (Π). This dependence implies that determining the climate on such a planet is a complex problem

that depends on a large number of parameters. In order to examine the role of the different parameters, we present

a series of simulations in which we vary these three parameters. Of these three parameters, the most studied in the

context of the atmospheric circulation is obliquity (e.g., Ohno and Zhang, 2019; Lobo and Bordoni, 2020). These

studies show the influence of the seasonal cycle on the climate and the importance of considering other parameters

that relate to the atmospheric radiative timescale response when taking into account seasonal changes. Increasing the

obliquity results in a stronger seasonal cycle of the insolation (Fig. 1.1d-f), which, in turn, yields a strong temperature

and circulation seasonal cycle that increases with obliquity (Lobo and Bordoni, 2020).

A dominant feature of the surface temperature response is the time delay between the insolation and the tem-

perature response. For example, at equinox (first day in all simulations), the insolation peak at the equator does not
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Figure 4.11: Similar to Figure 4.10, for perihelion dependence. Perihelion increases from left to right, with values of
0, 45, 90, 135, with ε “ 0.3 in all panels.

coincide with maximum temperature at the equator, which occurs later on. This time lag is due to the atmospheric

and surface radiative timescales (a slab ocean with a 10 m mixed layer). In addition, this time lag is not the same

in all the simulations and depends on the eccentricity and perihelion values (Figs. 4.10 and 4.11). This is a result of

the dependence of the time period in which radiative changes occur during the seasonal cycle on the eccentricity and

perihelion. In close proximity to perihelion, the radiative changes accelerate with increasing eccentricity. In addition,

close to perihelion, there is usually a peak in the insolation (Fig. 4.9e-h), which increases with eccentricity and, in

response, the atmosphere gets warmer, resulting in a shorter radiative timescale (Eq. 4.7).

As a result of the eccentric orbit, there is an asymmetry between different hemispheres at similar seasons (for

example, differences between summer in the northern hemisphere to summer in the southern hemisphere or differences

between the two equinoxes). These differences manifest in the seasons’ mean temperature, meridional temperature

gradient, and the length of each season. For example, for perihelion at equinox, an increase in eccentricity will

result in one short and warm equinox, while the other equinox will be long and cold. The short equinox also means

a fast transition between one solstice to the other and, as a result of the atmosphere and surface thermal inertia, a

difference between the two solstice seasons’ duration and strength (Fig. 4.10), although the insolation is the same in

both (Fig. 1.1g). In contrast to the seasonal cycle of a tilted planet in a circular orbit, where the seasonal maximum

and minimum temperatures are at approximately the same time, in an eccentric orbit, the seasonal maximum and

minimum temperatures are separated in time, with this separation increasing with eccentricity (Fig. 4.10). Note that

this effect is strongly dependent on the perihelion position, where for perihelion at solstice, there is an alignment

in time between the seasonal maximum and minimum temperatures (Fig. 4.11). In this case, the main effect of
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eccentricity is the asymmetry between the hemispheres, where one experiences an extreme winter and summer, while

in the other hemisphere, the winter and summer are moderate. This perihelion dependence leads to the conclusion

that the temperature response strongly depends on both the latitudinal radiative timescale, i.e., the difference in the

radiative timescale of different latitudes due to the difference in temperature (Eq. 4.7), and the timescale at which

radiative changes occur during the seasonal cycle, which depends on the eccentricity and perihelion.

Circulation response

The zonal mean zonal wind (contours in Figs 4.10 and 4.11) response follows the temperature response (Eq. 4.19).

The eccentricity dependence (Fig. 4.10), shows an asymmetry between the dominant jet (in the winter hemisphere)

response of the short (NH summer) and long (SH summer) seasons. In the long season, the jet strength changes in

a non-monotonic form with eccentricity. The jet strength increases in low eccentricity values (up to ε « 0.3) and

decreases for higher values. This response is consistent in both obliquity values. In contrast, in the short season,

the jet strength strictly increases with eccentricity. The difference between the two seasons is a result of the temporal

separation between the maximum and minimum temperature with increasing eccentricity, which occurs mainly during

the long season (Fig. 4.10). The jet strength dependence on perihelion is different. In this case, the long season (NH

summer) jet decreases with perihelion, and for the short season (SH summer) jet, there is a general increase with

perihelion. This response is a combination of the time delay between the minimum and maximum temperature, and

the variations in solar constant during the seasonal cycle (Fig. 4.11). For example, in the Π “ 90 case (third column

in Fig. 4.11), although the maximum and minimum align temporally, the meridional temperature gradient is weaker

in the long season (NH summer), because the planet is farther from the host star. However, this alignment maintains

the strong jet in the short season, compensating the warming in the winter hemisphere compared to other simulations.

The mean meridional circulation during the seasonal cycle is dominated mainly by a winter cell. This means that

during the majority of the year, the circulation is composed of one cross-equatorial cell, with air rising in the summer

hemisphere and descending in the winter hemisphere, and the transition seasons are relatively short (Figs. 4.10 and

4.11). Note that, similar to the temperature response, there is also an asymmetry between the time periods of the

circulation for each solstice season, with usually one shorter season with generally stronger circulation. The stronger

circulation also occurs when the maximum temperature is at its most poleward position, and when it is closest to

perihelion; this period generally also has higher ∆T values. This correlation between the strength of the circulation,

∆T , and the latitude of maximum temperature, ϕ0, is in agreement with axisymmetric arguments (Lindzen and Hou,

1988, , see also dicussion in Chapter 2). Similar arguments are given for the width of the circulation, Yw “ |ϕa ´ϕd|,

where ϕa is the latitude of the ascending branch and ϕd is the latitude of the descending branch; Yw is the width

of the Hadley cell. According to the axisymmetric theory, the width of the circulation increases as the latitude of

maximum temperature (ϕ0) goes poleward and as the thermal Rossby number (Eq. 4.23) increases, which in this case

can correspond to an increase in ∆T . That being said, there is a constraint on the circulation width (more specifically,

the ascending branch of the circulation) that arises from axisymmetric considerations (Faulk et al., 2017; Hill et al.,

2019; Singh, 2019, , Chapter 2), where for planets with a low thermal Rossby number, Ro (Eq. 4.23), the ascending

branch will remain in midlatitudes, even if the maximum temperature is at the pole (Faulk et al., 2017). Although

these arguments are derived for a perpetual solstice case, and thus assumes fast adjustment to the radiative forcing, an

assumption that is not necessarily accurate for this case, there is still a clear correlation between Yw and Ro, which

becomes more pronounced (less spread) if the effect of ϕ0 is also taken into account (Fig. 4.12). The spread of the

Yw in Figure 4.12 can have several reasons: First, these are not a perpetual cases, meaning that the seasonal cycle

is important. Second, to calculate Ro, we estimated the different parameters (∆T , H) using the model output, in

contrast to the original theory, where these parameters are input parameters of the model (Lindzen and Hou, 1988).

Although the temperature response seems to follow the seasonal solar forcing, there is a need to examine the

details of the seasonal cycle response. For example, looking at the cell width dependence on Ro, there seems to be a
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Figure 4.12: Hadley cell width (in latitude degrees) as a function of the thermal Rossby number, Ro (a), and the
product of the thermal Rossby number with the latitude of maximum surface temperature, ϕ0Ro (b), during the
seasonal cycle of all the simulations (shaded colors are occurrences, darker colors denote more abundant occurrences).
Black line represents the bin average of the Yw, dark gray lines are the standard deviations and the light gray lines
confine all the points. The blue, magenta and red lines in (a) are for the scaling of Ro, R1{2

o and R1{3
o , respectively.

transition in the scaling from a linear response to a more complex power law (Fig. 4.12). The axisymmetric prediction

is that the width of the circulation will follow R
1{2
o for a perpetual equinox (Held and Hou, 1980) and R1{3

o for the

perpetual solstice case (Caballero et al., 2008). Then, we can assume that the different scaling in Figure 4.12 is the

result of the seasonal cycle transition from a perpetual equinox scaling to perpetual solstice during the seasonal cycle.

Alternatively, it is possible that this regime transition is not within the axisymmetric scaling, but rather from an eddy-

mediated equinox circulation to an axisymmetric solstice circulation, similar to the transition suggested by Bordoni

and Schneider (2010). A more detailed analysis of the dynamical response to the orbital configuration is needed, and

is left for a future work.

Determining the climate on a tilted planet in an eccentric orbit is a complex problem that depends on various

parameters. In addition to the dependence on the orbital parameters γ, ε, and Π, the climate strongly depends on

parameters that control the atmospheric response, mainly ones that relate to the radiative timescale. The orbital period,

atmospheric mass, and surface heat capacity are examples of important parameters that influence the resulting climate.

Due to the variation in the timescales of the radiative changes during an eccentric orbit, the radiative timescale can

significantly alter the climate response. The importance of the radiative timescale is also illustrated in the discussion

on planets with zero eccentricity, where we have showed that there is a qualitative difference in the climate response

between short and long orbital periods (Figs. 4.3, 4.5). Examining the dependence of the climate response also on the

radiative timescale or orbital period can also help illuminate the detailed seasonal cycle response of the temperature

and circulation.

In contrast to the zero obliquity case, where the perpetual equinox dependence on the solar constant can be

considered as the extreme limit of an infinitely long orbital period, there is no simple analog study for the non-zero

obliquity case. The analog study in the non-zero obliquity case will be performing a perpetual study for each day in the

seasonal cycle, and for each day, study its sensitivity to solar constant variations. Even if one does this type of study,

its relevance will only be for very long orbital periods, as the timescale changes during the insolation seasonal cycle

play an important role, and its importance increases with increasing eccentricity. Nonetheless, this type of study can

act as a limit that can be compared with the seasonal cycle response and can help differentiate the seasonal transient

effects.
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Summary

The insolation variations for a planet with zero obliquity in an eccentric orbit are equivalent to changes in the solar

constant during the seasonal cycle. For this reason, studying the perpetual equinox response to variations in the solar

constant is a good baseline for comparison with the seasonal cycle. Increasing the solar constant results in a trivial

increase in temperature. However, the resulting climate can differ significantly among planets, depending on the

moisture content of the atmosphere (Fig. 4.1). In the moist case, due to the non-linearity of the water vapor with

temperature, the heat transport becomes more efficient (due to the latent heat flux, Fig. 4.2), resulting in a decrease in

∆T with S0, opposite to the dry case (Fig. 4.1a). These different responses have a strong effect on the atmospheric

temperature profile and alter the dynamical response between moist and dry cases, emphasizing the role of moisture.

This moisture-like dependence works for water, but also, in general, for any atmosphere with a condensible element,

such as methane on Titan (e.g., Rannou et al., 2006; Newman et al., 2016; Mitchell et al., 2006; Mitchell, 2008;

Mitchell et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2012; Lora et al., 2014, 2015).

When seasonal variations are included, the radiative timescales become important, and the resulting climate will

strongly depend on the ratio between the radiative timescale and the orbital period. For very short orbital periods,

the main response of the atmosphere is to the annual mean forcing, where there is an increase in the mean flux with

ε (Bolmont et al., 2016) (Fig. 4.3c, e). As the orbital period becomes longer, there is a transition from a response

dominated by a simple energy balance to cases where other processes come into play, resulting in a response more

similar to that of the perpetual case response to changes in S0 (Figs. 4.3, 4.5). The temperature response to variations

in eccentricity in a zero obliquity planet strongly depends on the orbital period and radiative timescale, specifically on

the latitudinal structure of the radiative timescale (Fig. 4.5).

The temperature seasonal cycle couples with the seasonal cycle of the circulation. The Hadley circulation is af-

fected by both the seasonal cycle of ∆T and maxpTsq, where it becomes stronger with steeper gradient and deeper

with warmer temperature (Fig.4.7). The number of jets and their characteristics change for different orbital config-

urations and during the seasonal cycle. These changes result from the ∆T seasonal cycle that constrains the eddy

characteristics (Fig. 4.7).

Cases that combine changes in the obliquity and eccentricity are more complex, as in addition to these two param-

eters the relative position between equinox and perihelion results in different insolation patterns (Fig. 1.1), making

the solar forcing dependent on these three parameters (Fig. 4.9). In addition, the timescale over which the seasonal

radiative changes occur also strongly depends on the orbital configuration. Specifically, at perihelion, the radiative

forcing varies with a shorter timescale compared to the timescale at aphelion. These timescale differences widen with

increasing eccentricity. As a result, the seasonal cycle of a tilted planet in an eccentric orbit is complex, with similar

seasons having different climates in each hemisphere. Also, different seasons will have different timescales; for ex-

ample, in the case of perihelion at equinox, there will be a fast transition between the two solstice seasons (Figs. 4.10,

4.11).

These fast transitions in temperature result in the circulation also experiencing fast transitions during the seasonal

cycle. Over most of the annual cycle, the Hadley circulation is composed of one cross-equatorial cell with air rising

off the equator (with its direction depending on the specific season), with relatively short transition periods of two

cells and air rising close to the equator. As in the temperature response, the period of each season is different, with

the short season (close to perihelion) usually exhibiting stronger and wider circulation (Fig. 4.12). A good constraint

on the circulation response is the thermal Rossby number and the latitude of maximum temperature, where poleward

ϕ0 and higher Ro will generally mean a stronger and wider circulation (Figs. 4.10-4.12).
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The climate on tilted planets and its dependence on the radiative timescale
and rotation rate

This chapter considers the climate on tilted planets (i.e., planets with non-zero obliquity) in a circular orbit (i.e., zero

obliquity). In addition to studying the dependence on the obliquity, in this chapter, we consider how the seasonal

climate changes with other planetary parameters, such as the rotation rate, atmospheric mass, and orbital period.

Surface temperature

Parameter dependence overview
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Figure 5.1: Hovmoller diagram of the surface temperature (K, shading), for different obliquities (γ) and orbital
periods (ω). In all plots rotation rate and atmospheric mass are Earth-like. Black contours represent the insolation.
The highlighted panel is for an Earth-like simulation.

When considering the climate seasonality on terrestrial planets, the surface temperature is the first field to study.

The surface temperature seasonality is significant for exoplanet habitability. As it is possible that in the annual
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mean, the climate is habitable; however, during the seasonal cycle, there can be long periods (for example, long

winters) where the climate is inhabitable. In addition to the importance of the climate to the habitability, in terrestrial

atmospheres, where the internal heating is very small, the atmospheric dynamics are driven mainly by the seasonality

varying solar heating.

Figure 5.1 shows how the seasonal cycle of the surface temperature changes with the obliquity and orbital period.

Increasing the obliquity shifts the maximum surface temperature towards the summer hemisphere pole, increases the

meridional temperature gradient, and results in a sharper transition between summer and winter. At high obliquities,

the transition seasons are less pronounced, and the seasonal cycle consists primarily of winter and summer sea-

sons. This temperature response to changes in the obliquity is a result of the insolation dependence on the obliquity

(Fig. 5.1).

In long orbital periods, the surface temperature follows more closely the solar insolation pattern (black contours

in Figure 5.1). As a result, the climate in long orbital periods exhibits strong seasonality, with maximum surface

temperatures at the summer pole (bottom row in Fig. 5.1). Orbital periods that are short compared to the radiative

timescale (bottom row in Fig. 5.1) are characterized by weak to no seasonality, and the surface temperature takes a

similar shape to the annual mean insolation. The surface temperature dependence on the orbital period results from

the orbital period being the timescale in which radiative changes occur. This means that long orbital periods allow

radiative changes to take place over long periods, giving the atmosphere more time to adjust to these changes, resulting

in a pronounced seasonality. Alternatively, when the orbital period is short compared to the radiative timescale, the

atmosphere does not have enough time to adjust to the seasonal radiative changes, resulting in the solar forcing being

effectively the annual mean forcing.

The rotation rate strongly affects the atmospheric heat transport (AHT). More specifically, decreasing the rotation

rate results in a more efficient AHT (Walker and Schneider, 2006; Kaspi and Showman, 2015). The increase in AHT

efficiency with decreasing rotation rates results from an increase in the eddy scale with decreasing rotation rates. As

a result of the more efficient AHT with decreasing rotation rates, the temperature meridional gradient weakens as

the rotation rate decreases (Fig. 5.2). In addition to the flattening of the meridional temperature, in intermediate

obliquities, the latitude of the warmest temperature shifts poleward with decreasing rotation rate (Fig. 5.2).

Seasonal dependence on atmospheric mass

Increasing the atmospheric mass results in a warmer climate and a flatter meridional temperature gradient (Fig. 5.2),

in agreement with previous studies (e.g, Goldblatt et al., 2009; Chemke et al., 2016; Chemke and Kaspi, 2017). Using

the temperature equation (Eq. 2.6), Chemke and Kaspi (2017) showed that the main component in the temperature

equation that is strongly affected by the atmospheric mass is the radiative term (Equation 3.1), which can be rewritten

as

Qr “
1

cp

B

Bm
pU ´D ´Rsq . (5.1)

Writing Qr in this form, highlights its dependence on the atmospheric mass (m “ p{g), or the atmospheric heat

capacity, cpdm. Equation 5.1 shows that an increase in the atmospheric heat capacity lowers the radiative cooling

effect, which in turn results in a warmer surface climate and a flatter meridional temperature gradient (Chemke and

Kaspi, 2017).

Focusing on the atmospheric mass dependence (Fig. 5.2) shows that the atmospheric mass has only a small effect

on the surface temperature seasonality. More specifically, neither the latitude of maximum surface temperature shifts

strongly with atmospheric mass nor the temperature temporal variation patterns change significantly with atmospheric

mass. The main effect of the atmospheric mass is, as mentioned, a warmer surface climate and a flatter meridional

temperature gradient. The small effect of the atmospheric mass on seasonality is puzzling, as the radiative timescale

of the atmosphere strongly depends on the atmospheric mass (Eq. 1.4).
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Figure 5.2: Similar to Figure 5.1 but for rotation rate (Ω) and atmospheric mass (Ps)

In order to understand why the atmospheric mass has a relatively small effect on seasonality compared to the

orbital period, it is interesting to take a closer look at the γ « 54˝ case. This case is unique as it is a turning point

in the annual mean forcing where the maximum radiation goes from the equator to the poles. Also, it is a minimum

point in the annual mean insolation gradient (Fig. 1.2). As a result of this unique obliquity value, in a short orbital

period, the expected surface temperature will have a relatively small meridional gradient as the effective forcing in

short orbital periods resembles the annual mean forcing (Fig. 5.1).

A priori assuming all other parameters remain constant, decreasing the orbital period or increasing the atmospheric

mass should have a similar effect on the seasonality as both relate to the adjustment timescale of the atmosphere to

the insolation. For this reason, comparing the effects of increasing the atmospheric mass to decreasing the orbital

period can help to explain why increasing the atmospheric mass effect is different from the effect of the orbital period.

A quantitative comparison shows that increasing the atmospheric mass mainly warms the surface, with significant

warming of the cold latitudes that flatten the meridional temperature gradient (Fig. 5.3b, Fig. 5.4a). In contrast, a

shorter orbital period tones down the seasonality, by symmetrically decreasing the temperature in warm latitudes and

increasing them in cold latitudes (Fig. 5.3c and 5.4b). This asymmetric effect of the atmospheric mass on the surface

temperature can be explained by the radiative cooling dependence on the atmospheric mass (Eq. 5.1). As mentioned,

increasing the atmospheric mass decreases the radiative cooling, which is more effective at cold latitudes (Chemke
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Figure 5.3: Hovmoller diagram of surface temperature (K) for different cases of orbital period and atmospheric mass
with γ “ 54˝. (a) ω and ps are Earth-like, (b) ω is Earth-like and ps “ 10, (c) ps is Earth-like and the ω “ 1{8, and
(d) ps “ 10 and ω “ 1{8.

and Kaspi, 2017). As a result, there is more warming at cold latitudes than cooling at warm latitudes with increasing

atmospheric mass. This decrease in radiative cooling with the atmospheric mass has a more pronounced effect that

diminishes the seasonal effect of the atmospheric mass.
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Figure 5.4: Hovmoller diagram of the surface temperature difference (K) between different cases shown in Figure
5.3. (a) is the surface temperature difference between ps “ 1 bar and ps “ 10 bar both with an Earth-like orbital
period ((a) and (b) in Figure 5.3). (b) is the surface temperature difference between ω “ 1 and ω “ 1{8 both with an
Earth-like atmospheric mass ((a) and (c) in Figure 5.3).

The coupled effect of a short orbital period and a high atmospheric mass results in a planet with obliquity 54˝ is

a climate with close to a latitudinally uniform surface temperature throughout the seasonal cycle. More specifically,

the difference between the annual maximum and minimum surface temperature is „ 6˝K (Fig. 5.3d). This suggests
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that not all high obliquity planets will experience a strong seasonal cycle with fast and strong transitions between

warm and cold seasons, and the possibility that a high obliquity planet will have an equable climate that is habitable

exists. It is important to note that diurnal cycle effects are neglected in this study, and although they might become

important for short orbital periods, they are out of the scope of this study. Additionally, Salameh et al. (2018) showed

that diurnal effects on the surface temperature become important when the ratio between the orbital period (ω) and

the rotation period (PΩ) is ω{PΩ « 10 or lower. In this case, ω{PΩ “ 45, so neglecting diurnal effects is justified.

The effect of the atmospheric heat transport on the temperature seasonality
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Figure 5.5: Surface temperature (K) for different simulations from the idealized GCM; the parameters for each simu-
lation are given in the title.

After considering the seasonality dependence on the atmospheric mass and its difference with the orbital period

effect, we further examine the seasonality dependence on the other planetary parameters. Figure 5.5 shows a subspace

of simulations that depicts the seasonality dependence on the rotation rate, obliquity, and orbital period. In order to

give a more quantitative comparison, we define here the seasonality more precisely. The climate seasonality can be

considered as the deviations of the climate from the annual mean climate or, in the case of an aquaplanet, devia-

tions from hemispheric symmetry. There are several ways of quantifying seasonality. Here we focus mainly on the

latitudinal shift of the maximum temperature during the year, ∆pϕmaxq. Accounting for the two hemispheres, we use

ϕs “ ∆pϕmaxq{2, (5.2)

to describe the seasonal cycle. Note that this definition becomes problematic for planets with obliquity higher than

54˝ and a relatively short orbital period (bottom row middle panel in Fig. 5.5), as this combination will lead to an

overestimation of the seasonality. In this case, the annual mean climate is reversed (e.g., Kang et al., 2019), with

the maximum temperature located at the poles and the minimum temperature at the equator. As a result, for planets

with a short orbital period and high obliquity, it is more appropriate to follow the latitudinal shift of the minimum

temperature (∆pϕminq) rather than that of the maximum one, as the behavior of the minimum temperature is similar

to that of the maximum temperature in low obliquities and will describe the seasonality more appropriately (bottom
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row in Fig. 5.5). Formally, to account for this complexity, we redefine the seasonality index (Eq. 5.2) to be

ϕs “ minr∆pϕmaxq,∆pϕminqs{2. (5.3)

ϕs is the main focus of this study and a crucial characteristic of the seasonal cycle. However, ϕs does not fully

characterize the seasonal cycle, and we also examine the effect of the different parameters on the seasonal amplitude,

∆T “ max |T ´ T |, (5.4)

where T is the annual mean temperature such that ∆T describes the maximal deviation from the annual mean climate

during the seasonal cycle. Together, ∆T and ϕs, give a more complete picture of the seasonal cycle.
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Figure 5.6: Seasonality indices, ϕs (top row) and ∆T (K, bottom row) as a function of γ, Ω, and ω for the GCM. In
panels a and d, ω “ 1. In panels b and e, Ω “ 1. In panels c and f, γ “ 30˝.

The temperature seasonal cycle varies within the parameter space. Figure 5.5 shows six different cases that can

qualitatively describe the effect of each parameter in the surface temperature seasonal cycle. The most straightforward

response is that decreasing the orbital period decreases the seasonality, i.e., a decrease in both ϕs and ∆T (Difference

between the top and bottom row in Fig. 5.5). For an increase in the obliquity, we can distinguish two types of responses

that depend on the orbital period. In long enough orbital periods, increasing the obliquity results in an increase in both

ϕs and ∆T (top row, middle panel in Fig. 5.5). However, in short orbital periods, the response is more complex, as it

involves a reversal of the temperature gradients, and although, the seasonality indices are comparable, they describe

an inherently different climate (bottom row, left and middle panels in Fig. 5.5). Decreasing the rotation rate has a

more complex response, where the seasonal amplitude, ∆T , decreases while ϕs increases with the rotation rate.

Figure 5.6 confirms the description made in the previous paragraph more quantitatively. The most dominant

parameters in determining the seasonality are the obliquity and orbital period (Fig. 5.6). Both ϕs and ∆T increase

with increasing orbital period and obliquity for most cases (Fig. 5.6). The only exception occurs for short orbital

periods, where the annual mean climate dominates. In this case, ϕs changes non-monotonically, increasing towards

γ « 54˝ and then decreasing (Fig. 5.5b). This is a result of this specific obliquity setting the transition from a normal

to a reverse annual mean climate, i.e., shifting from maximum to minimum temperature at the equator (e.g., Ohno and
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Zhang, 2019).

The rotation rate has a weaker and, as mentioned, more complex effect. Although having a weaker effect, it can

become an influential factor when the obliquity values are intermediate, similar to the obliquity in a large number of

the solar system planets, where ϕs can increase significantly as the rotation rate decreases (Fig. 5.6c). Additionally,

the contrasting effect of the rotation rate, where, as the rotation rate decreases, ∆T decreases and ϕs increases, is an

indication that the driving mechanism for this unique response relates to the heat transported by the atmosphere, or the

mean meridional circulation. As the rotation rate decreases, the mean meridional circulation widens and strengthens

transporting more efficiently heat and lowering ∆T (e.g., Kaspi and Showman, 2015). At the same time, the latitude

of the ascending branch is not confined to the latitude of maximum heating and can be poleward of it (Faulk et al.,

2017; Hill et al., 2019, 2021). As a result, heat is transported poleward of the maximum heating, thereby shifting

poleward the maximum temperature and increasing ϕs.
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Figure 5.7: Seasonality indices, ϕs (top row), and ∆T (non-dimensional temperature, bottom row) as a function of γ,
D̃, and τ̃ for the EBM. In panels a and d, τ̃ “ 1. In panels b and e, D̃ “ 1. In panels c and f, γ “ 30˝.

A diffusive EBM is an idealized model that considers radiation balance with a highly idealized representation

of meridional atmospheric heat transport (AHT) through diffusion (e.g., Budyko, 1969; Sellers, 1969; North, 1975;

North and Coakley, 1979; Williams and Kasting, 1997; Rose et al., 2017; North and Kim, 2017). We use the non-

dimensional EBM presented in Chapter 3, which depends on three parameters, the obliquity (γ), the ratio between

the radiative timescale and the orbital period (τ̃ ), and the non-dimensional diffusion coefficient (D̃). As noted, the

diffusivity in this model acts as a parameterization of the AHT, where an increase in D̃ means more efficient heat

transport. A comparable physical parameter is the rotation rate; whereas the rotation rate decreases, the AHT becomes

more efficient (e.g., Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Liu et al., 2017; Cox et al., 2021). Thus, decrease in the rotation rate

can be considered to reflect an increase in D̃ (e.g., Williams and Kasting, 1997; Liu et al., 2017; Cox et al., 2021).

Evidently, the EBM results show great similarity to the GCM results, with τ̃ and D̃ having the inverse role of

the orbital period (ω) and rotation rate (Ω), respectively. Increasing the obliquity and decreasing τ̃ (equivalent to

increasing the orbital period relative to the radiative timescale) results in an increase in both ϕs and ∆T (Fig. 5.7). In

the EBM there is also an exception at large τ̃ , where ϕs changes non-monotonically with γ (Fig. 5.7b), since at high

τ̃ the annual mean climate dominates. Similar to the effect of decreasing the rotation rate in the GCM, increasing D̃
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also results in a complex response. Increasing D̃, on the one hand, increases ϕs (Fig. 5.7a,c) and, on the other hand,

decreases ∆T (Fig. 5.7d,f). These results strengthen the understanding that the effect of rotation rate on the climate

seasonality stems from its effect on the AHT.

Figure 5.8: Left panel: BϕTsym (solid line) and ´BϕTasym (dashed line) for γ “ 20˝, τ̃ “ 1 and D̃ “ 0.05 (black), 0.5
(blue) and 1.0 (red). Dotted lines show the latitude of maximum temperature for each case, that is also the intersection
of the two curves. Right panel: Normalized latitudinal mean of BϕTsym (black) and BϕTasym (blue) as a function of D̃
for γ “ 20˝, τ̃ “ 1. All values shown here are for the day of maximum temperature in the northern hemisphere.

The idealized framework of the EBM allows an easier inspection of the effect of AHT on seasonality. More specif-

ically, by decomposing the temperature field into symmetric (the annual mean component, Tsym) and asymmetric (the

seasonal component, Tasym) components, and comparing between the two, we show that AHT acts differently on each

component, giving more insight to the effect of AHT on seasonality. At any given time, at the latitude of maximum

temperature, by definition, we have BϕT “ 0 or, alternatively, using the decomposition, BϕTsym “ ´BϕTasym. The

Left panel in Figure 5.8 shows the symmetric (solid lines) and asymmetric (dashed lines) parts of the meridional

temperature gradient of three cases, with a different value of D̃ but otherwise the same. This figure clearly depicts

that increasing the diffusion acts more efficiently on the symmetric part (solid lines in the left panel and black line

in the right panel) than on the asymmetric part (dashed lines in the left panel and blue line in the right panel). This

differential effect causes the latitude where BϕTsym “ ´BϕTasym, which is also the latitude of maximum temperature

(dotted lines in the left panel of Fig. 5.8) to be more poleward with increasing diffusion.

The shift in the latitude of the maximum temperature with diffusion becomes even more evident when considering

a linear time-independent EBM North and Kim (2017)

D∇2T ´BT “ A´Q, (5.5)

where the outgoing infrared radiation is parameterized by A ` BT , and ∇ “ Bxpp1 ´ x2qBxq, with a perpetual

solstice-like case where the forcing now is given by:

Q “
S0
4

r1 ` ∆hpP2pxq ` 3 sinϕ0P1pxqs , (5.6)

where P1pxq “ x, P2pxq “ p1 ´ 3x2q{2 are the first and second Legendre polynomials, with x “ sinϕ. ∆h denotes

the temperature difference and ϕ0 the latitude of maximum forcing. This form is traditionally used and also fits the

approximation for the seasonal cycle Rose et al. (2017). An analytical solution for this case is given by

T “
S0∆h

4p6D `Bq
P2pxq `

3S0∆h sinϕ0
4p2D `Bq

P1pxq `
S0 ´ 4A

4B
. (5.7)
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This solution is consistent with the findings of Rose et al. (2017). Here, the AHT or diffusion effects become clear, as

the symmetric part is given by the P2pxq and the constant terms, and the asymmetric part is given by the P1pxq term.

More specifically, it is easy to derive an expression for the latitude of maximum temperature, ϕmax,

sinϕmax

sinϕ0
“

6D `B

2D `B
. (5.8)

Noting that 6D`B
2D`B ě 1 means that ϕmax ą ϕ0 for D ą 0, i.e., the latitude of the maximum temperature will be

poleward of the latitude of maximum forcing for D ą 0. Additionally ϕmax will increase as the diffusion increases.

This result emphasizes the role of AHT in determining the seasonal cycle a planet experiences. On the one hand, the

AHT acts to lower the seasonal amplitude, i.e., ∆T , and, on the other hand, due to the differential effect of the AHT

on the symmetric and asymmetric components, a more efficient AHT results in a poleward shift of ϕs.

Summary

Non-zero obliquity introduces seasonality to the solar insolation, as the obliquity increases towards 90˝, the season-

ality strengthens and insolation meridional gradient increases (Fig. 1.1). When introducing seasonality to the climate

system, different timescales that relate to the radiative forcing become relevant. The natural seasonal timescale is the

orbital period, which is the time over which radiative changes take place. Short orbital period means that the radiative

changes take place over a short amount of time and for a short enough orbital period, the resulting surface temperature

is closer to the annual mean climate. Long orbital periods result in a longer time for radiative changes to take place.

As a result, the surface temperature in long orbital periods will have a similar structure to the insolation (Fig. 5.1).

The atmospheric radiative adjustment timescale, the time that the atmosphere needs to adjust to changes in the ra-

diative forcing, depends on the atmospheric mass (Eq. 1.4). However, increasing the atmospheric mass also decreases

the radiative cooling which has a dominant effect on the temperature, and masks over the seasonal effect of atmo-

spheric mass. As a result, the seasonality is only weakly affected by changes in the atmospheric mass (Figs. 5.2-5.4).

That said, we can still see some effect of the atmospheric mass on the seasonality, more specifically, the equator-

ward shift of the maximum surface temperature for high enough atmospheric mass (compared to cases with lower

atmospheric masses, Fig. 5.2). The γ « 54˝ case is an interesting one, mainly because it exhibits a minimum of the

annual mean insolation (Fig. 1.2). As a result of this minimum, in a short orbital period with high atmospheric mass

planet, the climate becomes equable, with no abrupt seasonal transitions (Fig. 5.3d), this shows that even planets with

high obliquity can have habitable climate, emphasizing the importance of considering the effect of different planetary

parameters.

In addition to the seasonality dependence on the obliquity, orbital period and radiative timescale, it also depends

on parameters that strongly affect the AHT, such as the rotation rate. We further show that this result appears in

an idealized GCM when varying the rotation rate and in a diffusive EBM when varying the diffusivity. Unlike the

seasonality dependence on the obliquity, radiative timescale and orbital period, its dependence on the diffusivity

and rotation rate is more complex. Increasing (decreasing) the diffusivity (rotation rate), decreases the meridional

temperature gradient and the seasonal amplitude. However, it allows the latitude of maximum temperature to shift

more poleward (increase of ϕs).

The increase in ϕs is explained by the differential effect of the AHT on the symmetric and asymmetric parts of the

temperature. Our results are in agreement with previous studies of the dependence of the mean meridional circulation

on plaentary parameters. A specific example is the Hadley circulation, which is mostly responsible for the AHT in

slow rotating planets and planets with strong seasonality (Schneider and Bordoni, 2008; Kaspi and Showman, 2015;

Lobo and Bordoni, 2020). At fast rotation rates, the flow tends to arrange in zonal bands, and the Hadley circulation is

constrained to lower latitudes. In this case, the AHT at higher latitudes is dominated mainly by the eddies and less by

the mean flow. Even when neglecting the eddy influence, i.e., considering an axisymmetric flow with off equatorial
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heating, the Hadley cell remains at low latitudes, and the ascending edge of the cell is equatorward of the maximum

heating (e.g., Faulk et al., 2017; Singh, 2019). As the rotation rate decreases, an opposite situation occurs, and the

ascending branch of the circulation goes poleward of the latitude of maximum heating (see the discussion on the

axisymmetric theory in Chapter 2 and Fig. 2.2). In this case, there is a flow in the boundary layer around the latitude

of maximum heating which advects the heat poleward, resulting in the latitude of maximum temperature shifting

poleward of the latitude of maximum heating. Additionally, the circulation’s heat transport efficiency increases with

decreasing rotation rate (e.g., Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Cox et al., 2021), thus reducing the seasonal amplitude

(∆T ).
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Figure 5.9: Hovmoller diagram of the streamfunction (1011 kg s´1) at its height of maximum (temporal and latitu-
dinal) for different rotation rate and obliquities. Orbital period and atmospheric mass are Earth-like The highlighted
panel is the same as in Figure 5.1

The Hadley circulation is a thermally driven component of the zonal mean meridional circulation, with air rising

at warm latitudes and descending at colder ones. As air rises, it condenses, creating a zone that is highly populated

with clouds and intense precipitation. On Earth, it is called the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The width,

namely the latitudes of the ascending and descending branches and the seasonality of the Hadley circulation, varies

between the solar system planets. Venus and Titan are extreme examples, where the zonal mean meridional circulation

is composed mainly of the Hadley circulation, which reaches high latitudes (e.g., Roe, 2012; Sánchez-Lavega et al.,

2017). Numerous theories were suggested for predicting the positions of the ascending and descending branches, and

a good summary of the different theories can be found in Faulk et al. (2017).

The Hadley circulation is closely related to the water cycle on Earth and the methane cycle on Titan (Mitchell

et al., 2006; Schneider et al., 2012). As mentioned, the ascending branch of the circulation correlates to the region of
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intense precipitation and is a region highly populated with clouds. In contrast, the descending branch region is clear

of clouds and generally associated with low precipitation and desert areas. The cloud and desert zones might be good

candidates for future observables through their different albedos.

The seasonality and strength of the meridional circulation increase with increasing obliquity (Fig. 5.9). In cases

with a strong seasonal cycle during the solstice seasons, the zonal mean meridional streamfunction is composed of

a strong cross-equatorial winter Hadley cell, with no summer cell and weak transition seasons. This Hadley cell

response follows the surface temperature response (Figs 5.1 and 5.9). However, for Earth-like rotation rate cases,

even in cases where the maximum surface temperature is at the pole (second row in Fig. 5.1), the ascending branch

does not reach the pole (top row of Fig. 5.9). This result is in agreement with Faulk et al. (2017), who showed that even

in an eternal solstice case (for Earth-like forcing), where the maximum surface temperature is at the pole, the ITCZ

stays at low latitudes and does not shift to the position of maximum surface temperature. However, by slowing down

the rotation rate, a wider and stronger circulation emerges, extending from the summer hemisphere pole to around

latitude „ 60˝ in the winter hemisphere (Fig. 5.9). This result indicates that the rotation rate is a limiting factor for

the width of the circulation, a result which is consistent with the axisymmetric theory (Hill et al., 2019; Singh, 2019,

, see also Chapter 2).
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Figure 5.10: Similar to Figure 5.9 for the orbital period (ω) and atmospheric mass (Ps).
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The circulation narrows and weakens in response to an increase in atmospheric mass, and an opposite response

occurs when the orbital period is increased (Fig. 5.10). Similar to the response of the circulation to the obliquity

changes, the circulation response to the orbital period and atmospheric mass changes also correlates with the surface

temperature response (Figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.10). More specifically, increase in seasonality and temperature gradient

(where both increases by decreasing the atmospheric mass or increasing the obliquity and orbital period) results

in a wider and stronger Hadley circulation (Figs. 5.1-5.2 and 5.9-5.10). Note, that in this section we consider the

normalized mass-streamfunction, i.e., dividing the mass-streamfunction by the atmospheric mass (Ps{g).

Other theories have predicted the position of the ascending and descending branches of the circulation, in addition

to the axisymmetric theory presented in Chapter 2. For the ascending branch, Neelin and Held (1987) has theorized

that air will ascend close to the latitude of maximum surface temperature or maximum MSE. An alternative diagnostic

theory was suggested by Kang et al. (2008), that the ascending motion, and thus the latitude of maximum precipitation,

will be co-located with the energy flux equator (EFE), i.e., the latitude where the vertically integrated MSE flux is

zero. Most of the theories for the descending branch of the circulation are related to the latitude where eddies become

dominant. Held (2000) has theorized that the latitude of the descending motion will be located at the latitude where

the angular momentum conserving wind vertical shear becomes baroclinically unstable. Korty and Schneider (2008)

and Levine and Schneider (2015) have theorized that the descending motion of the circulation is located in the latitude

where eddies become sufficiently deep enough to reach the upper troposphere.

As already mentioned, the advantage of the axisymmetric theory is that it gives a prediction to both cells. In ad-

dition, previous studies have shown that during a strong enough seasonal cycle, the circulation undergoes a transition

from eddy mediated at equinox to an axisymmetric circulation during solstice (e.g., Bordoni and Schneider, 2008;

Schneider and Bordoni, 2008; Bordoni and Schneider, 2010). Additionally, a similar transition occurs with decreas-

ing rotation rate (Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Wang et al., 2018). This regime transition suggests that in large parts

of the parameter space, the circulation is close to the angular momentum conserving limit, and thus the axisymmetric

theory becomes more relevant in these cases.

Comparison to theory

An alignment of the streamlines with constant angular momentum contours suggests that the streamfunction conserves

its zonal mean angular momentum, and the circulation is less influenced by eddies and is more axisymmetric. As a

result, the axisymmetric theory becomes highly relevant in cases where the meridional streamfunction follows the

zonal mean angular momentum contours. Indeed, in some cases, mainly cases with strong seasonality, an alignment

between the streamfunction and zonal mean angular momentum is noticed (Fig. 5.11).

The streamfunction becomes aligned with the angular momentum contours both by slowing down the planetary

rotation rate and by increasing seasonality, namely, having a strong cross-equatorial circulation (Fig. 5.11). The

seasonal alignment is related to a previously studied regime transition from an eddy mediated equinox cell to an ax-

isymmetric solstice cell (Bordoni and Schneider, 2008, 2010; Merlis et al., 2013; Geen et al., 2017). Both alignments

result from the weakening of eddy momentum flux convergence at the top of the circulation. This weakening is due to

shielding by the upper-level easterlies that occur as the circulation widens and the winds within the cell become east-

erlies. In addition, the rotation rate alignment is due to a global weakening of the eddy momentum flux convergence

with decreasing rotation rate (Faulk et al., 2017).

These alignments indicate that axisymmetric arguments (e.g., Lindzen and Hou, 1988) can be used to explain

the Hadley cell dependence on the different parameters, mainly the circulation dependence on the thermal Rossby

number. Note that although this theory is very idealized, it was found to give a good approximation for Earth Hadley

cell width (Held and Hou, 1980), for the position of the Hadley cell ascending branch on Titan and Mars (Chapter 2),

and can give a physical interpretation to changes in the width and strength of the circulation as a response to changes in

planetary parameters (Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Chemke and Kaspi, 2017). According to the axisymmetric theory,
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Figure 5.11: Vertical profile of the streamfunction (colored contours, red represents counter clockwise circulation)
and zonal mean angular momentum (gray contours) at southern hemisphere summer for different rotation rates and
obliquities. Orbital period and atmospheric mass are Earth-like. The highlighted panel is the same as in Figure 5.1.

the circulation depends on the thermal Rossby number (Rt) and the latitude of maximum warming (ϕ0). The theory

predicts that the circulation will become wider and stronger as the troposphere height (H), the meridional radiative

equilibrium temperature gradient (δH ), and ϕ0 are increased or by slowing down the rotation rate.

Figure 5.12 shows the dependence of the Hadley circulation ascending branch position on the different planetary

parameters. One outstanding result is that the ascending branch of the circulation only reaches the pole in cases with

a slow rotation rate. This is in agreement with the axisymmetric theory discussed in Chapter 2, where the latitude

of the ascending branch depends on the thermal Rossby number (Rt). The strong dependence of the circulation

width on the rotation rate if=results from the dependence of Rt on the rotation rate. In addition to the rotation rate,

the latitude of the ascending branch in the axisymmetric theory also depends on the troposphere height, the latitude

of maximum forcing, and the meridional temperature difference. However, in contrast to the axisymmetric theory,

where these parameters are predetermined and independent, in the GCM, these need to be parameterized and depend

on the different planetary parameters. The dependence of these parameters can explain part of the misfit between the

prediction and the GCM results. There is a general agreement between the GCM results and axisymmetric theory

prediction. Implying that to leading order, these arguments apply to explain part of the dependence of the ascending
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Figure 5.12: The position of the ascending branch ϕ1. Shading is for the model results, black dashed contours are for
the calculated prediction from the axisymmetric theory and gray contours are for the power law fit. The values of the
parameters when kept constant are γ “ 30˝, ps “ 1, Ω “ 1 and ω “ 1.

branch position on the planetary parameters.

Figure 5.13: A comparison between the model results and three chosen theoretical predictors. Panel a is for the
axisymmetric predictor (Lindzen and Hou, 1988), panel b is for the energy flux equator predictor (Kang et al., 2008)
taken here to be the latitude where the vertically integrated MSE flux reaches 5% of its maximum, and panel c is for
the position of maximum moist static energy predictor (Neelin and Held, 1987).

Figure 5.13 how the axisymmetric theory (panel a), EFE (panel b), and maximum MSE (panel c) correlate with the

latitude of ascending branch latitude. Among these three, the EFE is the one that has the best correlation (Fig. 5.13b).

However, the correlation is relatively dispersed as a result of a lag between the EFE and the ITCZ seasonal cycle (Wei

and Bordoni, 2018). The maximum MSE fits well at lower latitudes; however, there is a cluster of points where the

maximum MSE is at the pole while the latitude of the ascending branch receives values between 20˝ ´ 90˝. Similar
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to Figure5.12, Figure 5.13a shows a correlation between the axisymmetric theory and the ascending branch latitude;

however, this correlation is not a one to one correlation. This mismatch is partially due to using the model output to

parameterize the parameters used to calculate the theoretical prediction.

Power-law fit

In order to get a relation between the circulation response to the studied parameters, we use a power-law fit of the form

9pasγ
bΩcωd for the latitude of the ascending branch, descending branch, and the circulation strength. The power-law

coefficients are determined by minimizing the sum of squared residuals, e.g., the sum of squared differences between

the model function and the fitted power-law function. For the fit process, all saturated points were left out.

The fit for the ascending branch, Φ1 is

Φ19p´0.13
s γ0.71Ω´0.62ω0.28, (5.9)

with R2 “ 0.87.

Figure 5.14: The empirical fit correspondence with the model results, blue dots are for the ascending branch, red dots
are for the descending branch, the black line is for a one to one correspondence. Dark gray shading is for ˘2σ, the
light gray shading includes all the points.

Although possible correlations between the different parameters are ignored, this power law fit does reasonably

well as a first order approximation for both the ascending and descending branches (Figures 5.12 and 5.14). The fit

for the descending branch is

Φw9p´0.13
s γ0.14Ω´0.44ω0.13, (5.10)

with R2 “ 0.93.

Another important aspect is the meridional circulation strength (Fig. 5.15), for which the best fit is

ΨM9p´0.43
s γ0.27Ω´0.39ω0.30, (5.11)

with R2 “ 0.87.

The first step in studying this empirical fit is to examine the power sign of each parameter. The signs show that

the circulation becomes stronger and wider as we increase the obliquity and orbital period (positive sign), and also by

decreasing the atmospheric mass and rotation rate (negative sign), in agreement with the results shown in this study.

The widening and strengthening of the circulation with the obliquity and orbital period correlates with the in-
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Figure 5.15: The empirical fit correspondence with the model results, for the strength of the circulation, the black line
is for a one to one correspondence. Dark gray shading is for ˘2σ, the light gray shading includes all the points.

crease in the seasonality and meridional temperature gradient that results from increasing these parameters (Figures

5.1). Although there is also some contribution from the increase in the tropopause height with these parameters, the

tropopause height increase is not as substantial as the increase in the temperature gradient.

Comparing the strength of the circulation and latitude of ascending and descending branch powers of ps shows a

clear difference, where the atmospheric mass strongly affects the circulation strength but has little effect on the width

of the circulation. The reduction in the meridional temperature difference and of the troposphere height, together

with the small to no influence on the maximum surface temperature position, can explain the difference between the

dependence of the circulation strength and width on the atmospheric mass. Our results are consistent with Chemke

and Kaspi (2017) that found that in the perpetual equinox case, Φw9p´0.16
s and Ψm9p0.41s .

Previous studies of the Hadley cell dependence on the rotation rate suggested some empirical and theoretical power

laws. Caballero et al. (2008), using a small angle approximation showed that the axisymmetric theory predicts that

Φ19Ω´2{3, which is close to the result presented here for the ascending branch (Equation 5.9). However, Caballero

et al. (2008) gave the same scaling for Φw, which is different from the result here (Equation 5.10), indicating that the

axisymmetric arguments cannot help to explain the descending branch position in our simulations fully and there is

a need for other processes. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the descending branch in our simulations

does not go further than latitude „ 60˝, which is not a feature of the axisymmetric theory. Faulk et al. (2017) studied

the ITCZ position in the seasonal case, where the insolation was kept Earth-like, and only the rotation rate was

changed, and found that the position of the ITCZ is proportional to Ω´0.63, in agreement with these results. Other

studies gave different theoretical and empirical fits; however, those studies focused mainly on the perpetual equinox

case (e.g., Held and Hou, 1980; Walker and Schneider, 2006).

Summary

The response of the circulation to changes in obliquity, orbital period, and atmospheric mass follows the response of

the temperature. Increasing the obliquity and orbital period results in a wider and stronger circulation (Figures 5.9

and 5.10). This increase results from the increase in seasonality and the meridional temperature gradient with increas-

ing obliquity and orbital period. Decreasing the atmospheric mass also results in a wider and stronger circulation

(Fig. 5.10), attributed mainly to the increase in the meridional temperature gradient and the increase in the tropo-

sphere height with decreasing atmospheric mass (Chemke and Kaspi, 2017). Note that the effect of the atmospheric

mass on the circulation strength is much stronger than the effect on its width, unlike the other parameters (Equations

5.9–5.11). This also correlates to the temperature response, where changes in the atmospheric mass strongly influence
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the meridional temperature gradient and tropopause height and only a small effect on the seasonality.

It is important to note that even in a very seasonal case, where the maximum surface temperature is at the summer

pole, the circulation does not extend to the pole if the rotation rate is Earth-like (Fig. 5.9) and only happens when the

rotation rate is slow. Slowing down the rotation rate also flattens the temperature gradient due to more efficient heat

transport. The widening of the circulation by lowering the rotation rate can be attributed to the decrease in the eddy

momentum flux convergence with the rotation rate (Faulk et al., 2017).

Summarizing the circulation dependence on the different parameters, we suggest an empirical power-law fit for the

ascending and descending branches and the circulation strength (Equations 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, respectively). Although

this fit is for a specific model in a specific configuration, it gives a first-order approximation for the dependence of the

circulation on these four parameters.

Although, theoretically, the range of the orbital period, rotation rate, and atmospheric mass can be even larger,

the range that this study covers represent the different seasonal regimes of the diurnal mean climate. The chosen

values for the orbital period cover climates raging from close to an annual mean climate for the short orbital periods

to ones with a strong seasonal climate where the surface temperature follows the insolation (Fig. 5.1) closely. The

atmospheric mass range shows both the strong radiative cooling and the relatively weak radiative timescale effects

(Fig. 5.2). For the rotation rate, we cover mainly the range for Earth-like and slower rotation rates, which covers

the circulation response from a narrow, hemispherically symmetric Hadley circulation to a wide cross-equatorial

circulation (Fig. 5.9). Faster rotation rates were discarded as it enters to a different dynamical regime with multiple

cells and migrating jets (Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Chemke and Kaspi, 2015a,b).
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Zonal mean zonal winds

In this chapter we discuss how the zonal mean zonal wind depends on the different parameters. We consider variations

in the obliquity rotation rate and orbital period. Zonal jets are zonal bands of strong winds, these jets are ubiquitous

features of planetary atmospheres. A common feature of the solar system’s terrestrial planetary bodies with a seasonal

cycle is a strong jet in the winter hemisphere. These jets are also commonly referred to as polar vortices, defined as

strong, planetary-scale flows that encircle the pole in the middle or high latitudes (Waugh et al., 2017). The edge of

such vortex can be defined by the latitude at which the zonal wind reaches its hemispheric maximum, which is also

referred to as the latitude of the atmospheric jet. Alternatively, it can be defined by a region of high potential vorticity

(PV), with the vortex edge located at the latitude with the steepest meridional PV gradients. Here we use both the

terms polar vortex and jet, with polar vortex used primarily when discussing the PV structure, and jet when discussing

the zonal wind structure.

The emergence of a summer hemisphere jet

Winter jets are observed in Earth’s stratosphere and troposphere (e.g., Schneider, 2006; Waugh et al., 2017), Mars’

troposphere (e.g., Waugh et al., 2016), and Titan’s stratosphere (e.g., Flasar and Achterberg, 2009). These jets inhibit

transport between low and polar latitudes, leading to unique processes in polar regions. For example, polar ozone

depletion in Earth’s stratosphere (e.g., Schoeberl and Hartmann, 1991), condensation and removal of CO2 in the

Martian polar atmosphere (e.g., Toigo et al., 2017), and formation of ice clouds in Titan’s polar stratosphere (e.g.,

de Kok et al., 2014).
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Figure 5.16: Zonal mean zonal winds (ms´1, shading) and mean meridional circulation (contours; solid contours are
for counter-clockwise circulation, contour intervals are 5ˆ1010 and 2ˆ109 kg s´1 for Earth and Mars, respectively).
The right panel is of the monsoon region on Earth (Era Interim zonally averaged between 40˝ ´100˝E); the circulation
is calculated from the divergent component of the meridional velocity (Raiter et al., 2020), using a June-July-August
temporal mean. The left panel is of Mars (EMARS (Greybush et al., 2019)), using a 90 solar longitude (Ls) mean
around Ls 270 (southern hemisphere summer solstice, the season where the low-level jet is strong).

In addition to the winter jet, low-level westerly winds in the summer hemisphere close to the Hadley cell’s as-

cending edge are also common in other terrestrial planets in the solar system. On Mars, these low-level westerlies are

strongest during the southern summer and appear around 30˝S ( e.g., Haberle et al., 1993; Hinson et al., 1999, see

Fig. 5.16). On Earth, low-level winds dominate locally in the Indian monsoon region („ 15˝N) during the northern

summer (e.g., Joseph and Raman, 1966; Findlater, 1969, see Fig. 5.16). In both cases, the westerlies are close to

the surface with easterlies in the upper levels (Fig. 5.16). Additionally, observations from the waviness of Titan’s
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lake surfaces suggest that low-level winds are stronger during summer (Hayes et al., 2013; Hofgartner et al., 2016),

implying that a similar process might be occurring on Titan. These low-level winds also appear in modeling stud-

ies. Specifically, Mars paleoclimate studies have shown that the summer jet’s strength and characteristics may have

changed during Mars’s past, depending on its obliquity (e.g., Haberle et al., 1993, 2003).
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Figure 5.17: Zonal mean zonal wind (ms´1, shading) and mean meridional circulation (contours, solid contours
represent counter-clockwise circulation, contour intervals are 2.5 ˆ 1011 kg s´1) for different values of the rotation
rate (Ω) and obliquity (γ). The panel with blue frame represents Earth-like simulations (Ω “ 1, γ “ 30˝).

We find that westerly jets occur across the entire parameter space explored, with variability in their characteristics

(Fig. 5.17). The most dramatic variation is a transition that occurs for high obliquity planets with a slow rotation rate,

where the strongest jet is no longer in the winter hemisphere (like in the solar system’s terrestrial planets), but rather in

the mid-troposphere of the summer hemisphere (Figs. 5.17 and 5.18d). A closer examination of this transition reveals

a gradual shift of low-level summer winds, which are observed in Earth’s monsoon region and on Mars, towards the

summer pole and their extension upward, towards the mid-troposphere (right column in Fig. 5.17).

Both the winter jet and the mid-troposphere summer jet are strongly related to the cross-equatorial winter Hadley

cell (contours in Fig. 5.17). While the winter jet is in close proximity to the descending branch of the cell, the summer

jet is close to the ascending branch (Fig. 5.18e-f). Their vertical structure also differs: The winter jet is near the

top of the troposphere, extending downwards, whereas the summer jet is in the low and mid-troposphere (Fig. 5.17).
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Additionally, both the winter and summer jets’ strength vary non-monotonically in the parameter space (Fig. 5.18b-c).
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Figure 5.18: Global maximum wind (m s´1, a) and its latitude (d) in the mid-troposphere (σ “ 0.5). High-level
(σ “ 0.25) winter (southern) hemisphere maximum wind (m s´1, b), its latitude (e, shading) and latitude of the
Hadley cell descending branch (e, contours). Low-level (σ “ 0.85) summer (northern) hemisphere maximum wind
(m s´1, c), its latitude (f, shading) and latitude of the Hadley cell ascending branch (f, contours).

To understand the flow’s dependence on the obliquity and the rotation rate, we examine the parameter space

starting with the low obliquity and a fast rotation rate case (γ “ 10˝ and Ω “ 1, top left corner in Fig. 5.17). The

flow, in this case, is close to hemispheric symmetry, with a slightly stronger jet in the winter hemisphere. As the

rotation rate decreases (going down the first column in Fig. 5.17), the flow remains approximately hemispherically

symmetric, with the circulation becoming wider and stronger and the jet strength varying non-monotonically with

decreasing rotation rate (Figs. 5.17 and 5.18a-b). This non-monotonic behavior was also noticed in previous studies

(e.g., Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Wang et al., 2018). Wang et al. (2018) argued that the non-monotonic response of

the jet’s strength to the reduction in the rotation rate is a result of a competing effect that occurs as the rotation rate

decreases. On the one hand, as the rotation rate decreases, the jet’s location shifts to a more poleward latitude and

thus obtains more angular momentum. On the other hand, the reduction in the rotation rate reduces the global angular

momentum, thereby diminishing the effect of the jet’s shifting to a more poleward latitude, especially for slow rotation

rates (Ω ď 1{8), when the jet reaches high latitudes and no longer shifts poleward with reducing rotation rate, as it is

close to the pole.

In cases with low obliquities (leftmost column in Fig. 5.17), in addition to the winter jet, there is a jet in the summer

hemisphere. Unlike the low-level summer jet discussed earlier, this summer hemisphere jet has similar characteristics

to the winter jet, as it is a subtropical jet located at the descending edge of the summer Hadley circulation, unlike

the low-level jet that is located at the ascending edge of the cell (Figs. 5.17 and 5.18f). In addition to the widening

of the circulation with decreasing rotation rate, equatorial superrotation also starts to develop at slow rotation rates

(Fig. 5.17, a feature seen on Venus and Titan, e.g., Lebonnois et al., 2014; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2017).

Increasing the obliquity for fast rotation rates (top row in Fig. 5.17, from left to right) increases the hemispherical

asymmetry and pressure gradients, and the circulation consists of one dominant cross-equatorial winter cell. For

fast rotation rates and high obliquities, the cross-equatorial Hadley circulation does not span the entire planet due

to angular momentum constraints (Faulk et al., 2017; Singh, 2019; Hill et al., 2019). These constraints are relaxed

when the rotation rate is decreased, and, as a result, for intermediate-to-high obliquities, the circulation widens and
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the winter jet is diverted poleward as the rotation rate decreases (Fig. 5.18c-e).

As the mean meridional temperature gradients during winter increase with increasing obliquity (e.g., Lobo and

Bordoni, 2020) one would expect a stronger jet with increasing obliquity. However, similar to the variations with

rotation rate for the low obliquity case, the jet strength varies non-monotonically with the obliquity, reaching a max-

imum strength at low or moderate obliquities. Similar non-monotonic behaviour with obliquity was shown in Mars

paleoclimate simulations (e.g., Toigo et al., 2020). Angular momentum considerations again provide insights into the

variations of jet strength in the parameter space. Consider the angular momentum conserving wind of a parcel at the

jet latitude (ϕj) that starts at rest at the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation (ϕ1)

UM “ Ωa
cos2 ϕ1 ´ cos2 ϕj

cosϕj
, (5.12)

where a is the planetary radius (e.g., Vallis, 2017). UM depends on whether |ϕj | is larger or smaller than |ϕ1| and

on how poleward ϕj . For low obliquities, ϕ1 is close to the equator and |ϕj | ´ |ϕ1| is significantly greater than zero,

so the jet is strong. As the obliquity increases, there are again competing effects, where on the one hand, |ϕj | ´ |ϕ1|

becomes smaller and thus acting to reduce the jet strength, but on the other hand, ϕj moves more poleward, acting to

increase the jet strength. For high obliquity, |ϕj | „ |ϕ1| (Fig. 5.18e,f) and the first effect dominates so the jet weakens.

It is important to note that this is a very idealized representation, and in reality, there are other processes (e.g., eddies)

that play a role in determining the jet’s strength, however, it gives insight into the variation of the jet strength with

obliquity.

The latitude with the maximum winds in the mid-troposphere (σ “ 0.5) changes sharply between hemispheres

at high obliquities (γ ě 40) and slow rotation rates (Ω ă 0.5, Fig. 5.18d), marking the transition from a winter

jet to a summer jet regime. This regime transition occurs as the low-level winds in the summer hemisphere shift

poleward and extend deeper in the atmosphere with increasing obliquity and decreasing rotation rate (Fig. 5.17). At

moderate-to-high obliquities and fast rotation rates, the summer jet appears as low-level westerly winds close to the

ascending edge of the Hadley cell (Fig. 5.17,5.18f). These low-level winds resemble the low-level westerlies that are

observed on both Earth (monsoon regions, e.g., Joseph and Raman, 1966), and Mars (e.g., Hinson et al., 1999) and

are seen in Mars’s paleoclimate studies (Haberle et al., 2003; Toigo et al., 2020). In these cases, during the solstice

season, when the warmest latitude is off the equator, the circulation consists of a cross-equatorial circulation with air

ascending in the summer hemisphere. The low-level returning poleward flow in the summer hemisphere is balanced

by the boundary layer drag that results in the lower level westerlies (e.g., Schneider and Bordoni, 2008).

Across the parameter space, the low-level winds strengthen (non-monotonically with Ω) and extend deeper into

the mid-troposphere as the rotation rate decreases (Figs. 5.17-5.18). The boundary layer process that explains the low-

level winds in the fast rotating planets cannot explain the deepening of the jet at slow rotation rates. In the following

section, we study the momentum balance to understand the jet changes across the parameter space.

Meridional momentum balance

In order to better understand the summer jet, it is insightful to consider the momentum balance. Assuming a steady-

state, the zonal mean meridional momentum equation (Eq. 2.2), in pressure coordinates, is given by (Vallis, 2017)

fu`
u2 tanϕ

a
` ω

Bv

Bp
“ ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
`Dv, (5.13)

where v is the meridional velocity, u the zonal velocity, ω the vertical (pressure) velocity, f “ 2Ω sinϕ the Coriolis

parameter, ϕ latitude, Φ the geopotential and Dv the zonal mean meridional boundary layer drag. We neglect here

merdional advection terms (terms of the form Bϕpv2q) and other forms of dissipation that are small, especially in

the jet region. The over-bar notation denotes a zonal mean. Note, the steady-state assumption neglects the temporal
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Figure 5.19: The different terms in the meridional momentum equation (rows, as written in Eq. 5.13, ms´2) for four
different cases (columns). Note different scales for different columns.

variation in the momentum balance. This is a good approximation as the tendency term is two orders of magnitude

smaller than the retained terms, even for strong seasonal cycles.

The planetary rotation rate influences the transition of the leading order meridional momentum balance (Eq. 5.13).

For fast-rotating planets (Fig. 5.19A,C), such as Earth and Mars, the leading order balance is geostrophic (Vallis, 2017)

fu « ´
1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
. (5.14)

At moderate rotation rates, the leading order balance shifts to a thermal gradient balance (Sanchez-Lavega, 2010)

fu`
u2 tanϕ

a
« ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
. (5.15)
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For slow-rotating planets with low-to-moderate obliquity (Fig. 5.19B), such as Venus and Titan, the leading order

balance becomes cyclostrophic (Read and Lebonnois, 2018)

u2 tanϕ

a
« ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
. (5.16)

The cyclostrophic balance does not hold for the summer jet, that occurs at slow rotation rates and high obliqui-

ties. Unlike all the above cases, where the vertical advection and friction are negligible, for slow rotation rates and

high obliquities the leading order balance is more complex and all the terms in Eq. 5.13 contribute to the balance

(Fig. 5.19D).

We can divide the summer jet balance into a boundary layer balance

0 « ´
1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
`Dv, (5.17)

and a free atmosphere balance

fu`
u2 tanϕ

a
` ω

Bv

Bp
« ´

1

a

BΦ

Bϕ
. (5.18)

The meridional momentum balance in both the boundary and free atmosphere differ between the summer jet and

other regimes. First, for slow rotation rates and high obliquities, the boundary layer balance is comparable to the free

atmosphere, but in all other cases, it is much weaker (Fig. 5.19). This is a result of the widening and strengthening

of the circulation with decreasing rotation rate at high obliquity. As a result of the circulation becoming wider and

stronger, the boundary layer poleward flow strengthens, and so does the drag that acts on it. Additionally, this effect

is amplified by the weakening of the other terms (note the different scales in Fig. 5.19).

A second difference is in the boundary layer balance. In previous studies that explored either rapid rotation rates

and moderate-high obliquity or moderate obliquity with slower rotation rates, the boundary layer balance was found to

consist of a three- or four-way balance between the Coriolis acceleration, geopotential meridional gradient, boundary

layer drag, and, for slow rotation, the cyclostrophic term (e.g., Schneider and Bordoni, 2008; Faulk et al., 2017; Lobo

and Bordoni, 2020, see also Fig. 5.19C). However, for slow rotation rates and high obliquities, the boundary layer

leading order balance is mainly between the drag and geopotential meridional gradient (Fig. 5.19D). Third, for slow

rotation rates and high obliquities, the vertical advection term is essential, as it transports momentum between the

boundary layer and the free atmosphere.

While the geostrophic and cyclostrophic balances relate the zonal wind to geopotential gradients, making the

balance more intuitive, in the summer jet, the balance involves terms like vertical advection of meridional momentum

and drag on meridional momentum, which makes the balance more complex and less straightforward to understand.

To obtain a more complete picture of the summer jet’s maintenance, it is important to understand the coupling between

the meridional and zonal momentum balances. To do so, it is essential to understand the zonal mean zonal momentum

balance.

Zonal momentum balance

Assuming a steady state, the zonal mean zonal momentum equation (Eq. 2.1) is given by (Vallis, 2017)

´ pf ` ζqv ` ω
Bu

Bp
“ ζ 1v1 `Du. (5.19)

Eq. 5.19 is written using the vorticity notation, where ζ “ ´pa cosϕq´1Bϕpu cosϕq, and Du is the zonal mean zonal

boundary layer drag.
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Figure 5.20: The different terms in the zonal momentum equation (rows, as written in Eq. 5.19, ms´2) for four
different cases (columns). Black contours are for the mean meridional streamfunction, solid contours represent coun-
terclockwise circulation. Contour intervals for fast rotation rate (A,C) as 1.5 ˆ 1011 kg s´1 and for slow rotation rate
(B,D) 3 ˆ 1011 kg s´1. Gray contours are for the zonal mean zonal wind, contour interval is 10 ms´1. Note different
scales for different columns.

This balance gives insight into the processes responsible for the jet acceleration, as the terms of this balance rep-

resent zonal winds’ tendencies. In general, when discussing the zonal mean circulation, one can distinguish between

a flow mediated by eddies and one that is more axisymmetric. When the flow is axisymmetric, an air parcel at the top

of the circulation moving poleward conserves its angular momentum, but this is not the case when eddies influence

the circulation (e.g., Schneider and Bordoni, 2008).

For fast rotation rates and low obliquities, the leading order balance at the top of the Hadley cell is ´pf ` ζqv «

ζ 1v1, meaning that the circulation is influenced by eddies (Fig. 5.20A). Therefore, the angular momentum conserving

wind is not a good approximation for the jet at the descending edge of the Hadley circulation (e.g., Schneider, 2006).

When the rotation rate is decreased, while preserving a low-to-moderate obliquity or the obliquity is increased in a
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fast rotation rate scenario, there is a transition from an eddy-influenced circulation to a more axisymmetric one. For

example, in slow rotation rates and a low obliquities, the leading order balance at the top of the circulation, except at

the ascending and descending branches, is ´pf`ζqv « 0 (Fig. 5.20B). This balance means that the circulation in these

regions is close to axisymmetric, and the jet is a result of angular momentum conservation at the top of the circulation

(Held and Hou, 1980; Lindzen and Hou, 1988; Schneider and Bordoni, 2008). A similar balance appears for fast

rotation rates with high obliquities, with the distinction in the boundary, where the boundary layer drag is stronger

(Fig. 5.20C). This transition from an eddy-mediated circulation to a more axisymmetric one was previously shown

for both increasing seasonality (e.g., Schneider and Bordoni, 2008; Bordoni and Schneider, 2008; Faulk et al., 2017;

Lobo and Bordoni, 2020) and for decreasing rotation rate (e.g., Del Genio and Suozzo, 1987; Kaspi and Showman,

2015; Colyer and Vallis, 2019; Komacek and Abbot, 2019b).

In cases with slow rotation rates and high obliquities, away from the region of the summer jet, the balance is

´pf `ζqv « 0, meaning that the flow is close to axisymmetric. However, this is not the case in the summer jet, where

the balance can be again divided into a boundary layer and a free atmosphere balance. Additionally, the balance

differs between the regions poleward and equatorward of the jet core. Equatorward of the jet core, in the boundary

layer the balance is ´pf`ζqv « Du, and at the top of the atmosphere, pf`ζqv « ωBpu. Poleward of the jet core, the

balance is somewhat different, and the boundary layer balance is ´pf`ζqv`ωBpu « Du, meaning that the returning

flow of the Hadley circulation results in surface westerlies through an Ekman balance. The free atmosphere balance is

pf`ζqv « ωBpu, meaning that the mean meridional circulation is balanced by vertical advection of zonal momentum.

Alternatively, momentum is transported vertically from the boundary layer to the free atmosphere (Fig. 5.20D).
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Figure 5.21: Near surface temperature for simulations with obliquity 50˝ and different rotation rates (shadings, K)
and the latitude of the Hadley cell ascending branch (black line).

For the summer jet to extend deeper into the mid-troposphere, the combination of high obliquity and a slow

rotation rate is essential. Although past studies have connected the latitude of maximum moist static energy (and

temperature) with the ascending motion at the edge of the Hadley cell (e.g., Privé and Plumb, 2007), recent studies

have shown that this is not necessarily the case (e.g., Faulk et al., 2017; Lobo and Bordoni, 2020, Fig. 5.21). This

separation is a result of angular momentum constraints, and as the rotation rate decreases, the ascending motion shifts

more towards the summer pole, i.e., closer to the latitude of maximum temperature.

As the obliquity is increased, the latitude of maximum temperature moves poleward, resulting in strong cross-

equatorial circulation. Low-level westerlies balance the returning flow in the boundary layer. For fast rotation rates,

the circulation width is confined, resulting in a separation between the warmest latitude and the Hadley cell ascending
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branch (e.g., Hill et al., 2019; Singh, 2019). Decreasing the rotation rate, the ascending branch of the Hadley cell

aligns with the warmest latitude. This transition is illustrated in Fig 5.21 which shows the ascending branch latitude

of the Hadley circulation (black line) and near surface temperature (shading). The alignment between the ascending

motion of the Hadley circulation and the warmest latitude, together with a general strengthening of the circulation

with decreasing rotation rate and increasing obliquity, intensifies the ascending motion of the ascending branch of the

cross-equatorial cell. This intensification is strongest close to the pole, the warmest latitude. As a result, the vertical

motion at the polar latitude advects momentum upwards (more significantly poleward of the jet core), resulting in the

low-level jet expanding into the mid-troposphere.

The separation between the Hadley cell ascending branch and the warmest latitude also explains the summer jet’s

split in latitude for intermediate rotation rates. At intermediate rotation rates, although the ascending branch is at

the midlatitudes, there is a weak poleward flow poleward of the Hadley cell ascending branch, which also results in

a westerly flow through an Ekman balance. Additionally, in the warmest latitude, there is an ascending motion of

air due to local convection (Lobo and Bordoni, 2020). The combination of a weak poleward flow with an ascending

motion in polar latitudes in these cases results in a secondary peak of zonal winds close to the pole at intermediate

rotation rates, with the two peaks merging at slow rotation rates (two rightmost columns in Fig. 5.17).
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Figure 5.22: Values of non-dimensional numbers across the parameter space in the boundary layer in the summer jet
core latitude. (a) Roh, horizontal Rossby number, (b) Rov, vertical Rossby number, and (c) Ek Ekman number from
the zonal mean meridional equation (Eq. 5.20).

An alternative way to understand the transition between the winter- and summer-jet regimes, is by considering

non-dimensional numbers. Non-dimensionalizing the zonal mean meridional equation (Eq. 5.13) gives

û`Rohû2 tanϕ`Rovω̂
Bv̂

Bp̂
“ ´

BΦ̂

Bϕ
` Ek, (5.20)

where we scale the horizontal wind as u, v „ U , the vertical wind as ω „ W , and

Roh “ U{fa (5.21)

is the horizontal Rossby number,

Rov “ W {f∆p (5.22)

is the vertical Rossby number,

Ek “ Dv{fu (5.23)
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is the Ekman number, and

Φ̂ “
Φ

fUa
, (5.24)

is the non-dimensional geopotential. The planetary radius, a, is taken as the typical horizontal length scale, and ∆p

is taken as the typical height of the circulation (in pressure coordinates). For the winter jet, where the jet is in the free

atmosphere, surface drag and vertical advection are negligible (Rov, Ek ! 1) and the transition from a geostrophic

balance (Eq. 5.14) to a thermal grandient balance (Eq. 5.15) and then a cyclostrophic balance (Eq. 5.16) is represented

by the increase in Roh (Fig. 5.22).

The variations of the non-dimensional numbers in the boundary layer indicate that the transition to the summer

jet regime occurs when all three non-dimensional parameters are of order one or larger (Fig. 5.22). Although all the

non-dimensional parameters increase with decreasing rotation rate and increasing obliquity, the increase in Rov at

low rotation rates and moderate-high obliquities is the most abrupt. This represents the transition from a low-level

summer jet to a mid-tropospheric jet, due to the intensification of the vertical advection as the Hadley cell’s ascending

branch and warmest latitude align.

In addition, the non-dimensional numbers vary spatially and can represent the different balance between the

boundary layer and free atmosphere. For example, in the summer jet regime, in the boundary layer, Roh, Rov ą 1,

and the balance is given by Eq. 5.17 (Fig. 5.22), whereas in the free troposphere, Roh, Rov „ 1 and Ek ! 1 and the

balance is given by Eq. 5.18.

Figure 5.23: Schematic picture summarizing the different circulation regimes presented in this study. The background
shading shows the value of Rov “ ω{f∆p, with the scale between 0 (white) and 2 (dark).

Figure 5.23 summarises schematically the different circulation regimes that exist in this parameter space. At fast

rotation rates and low obliquities, the mean meridional circulation is strongly influenced by eddies and consists of
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two cells (Fig. 5.20A), with the cross-equatorial winter cell becoming wider and stronger. At the edge of each cell

(winter and summer), there is a westerly jet that is in a geostrophic balance (Fig. 5.19A), with the winter hemisphere

jet being stronger than the summer jet. For slower rotation rates and low obliquities, the circulation still consists of

two cells that are wider and more axisymmetric (Fig. 5.20B). The jets at the descending branch of each cell are now

in a cyclostrophic balance (Fig. 5.19B), with the winter jet the more dominant one.

Once the obliquity is high enough, the circulation consists of one strong cross-equatorial cell that becomes more

axisymmetric. The returning boundary layer poleward flow in the summer hemisphere is balanced by a low-level

westerly flow through an Ekman balance (Fig. 5.20C). For fast rotation rates, the circulation’s width is limited and

does not align with the warmest latitude due to angular momentum constraints (Hill et al., 2019; Singh, 2019). In this

case, the summer hemisphere westerlies remain close to the boundary layer, and the winter jet is the dominant jet.

As the rotation rate is decreased, the Hadley cell ascending branch and the warmest latitude align (Fig. 5.21). This

alignment, together with the strengthening of the circulation with increasing obliquity and decreasing rotation rate,

results in a more efficient vertical advection of momentum, extending the winds further upwards in the atmosphere,

which results in a mid-troposphere summer jet, which also becomes the more dominant jet (Fig. 5.20D).

The importance of the vertical advection in the momentum balance can be represented by the increase in the

vertical Rossby number, Rov. For moderate-fast rotation rates or moderate-low obliquities, Rov ! 1 and the vertical

advection is negligible. However, for slow rotation rates and high obliquities, Rov „ 1 and the vertical advection

cannot be neglected (shading in Fig. 5.23).

Seasonal cycle of winter polar vortices

Polar vortices are a ubiquitous feature of planetary atmospheres, with Earth, Venus, Mars, Titan, Jupiter, Saturn,

and possibly Neptune and Pluto all exhibiting polar vortices (e.g., French and Gierasch, 1979; Teanby et al., 2008;

Dyudina et al., 2008; Luz et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2015; Adriani et al., 2018; Gavriel and

Kaspi, 2021; Mitchell et al., 2021). These polar vortices are a fundamental aspect of the atmospheric circulation, and

can be the site of unique microphysical and chemical processes, e.g., ozone depletion in Earth’s stratosphere, CO2

condensation on Mars, and HCN clouds on Titan.

While polar vortices are common, their characteristics vary among the solar system planets. This includes not only

variations in the size and strength of the polar vortices, but also in their seasonal variability. For example, the polar

vortices on Earth and Mars are generally strongest (strongest winds and steepest PV gradients) around or after the

winter solstice (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2017), whereas observations and model simulations suggest

that Titan’s polar vortex is strongest during late fall and weakens during midwinter (e.g., Lora et al., 2015; Teanby

et al., 2017, 2019; Shultis et al., 2022). The polar vortices on these planets also differ in their PV structure: On

Earth, the PV generally has a monopolar meridional structure, with PV maximizing (in absolute terms) at or near

the pole (e.g., Polvani et al., 2010), whereas on Mars and Titan, there is an annular structure with the maximum

PV located away from the pole (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016; Sharkey et al., 2020, 2021). The

causes of some of the differences are known, but others are not explained and there is a need to better understand the

underlying mechanisms controlling the polar vortex dynamics on the different planets. This will not only improve the

understanding of atmospheric dynamics on these planets, but will also provide insights into the structure/evolution of

polar vortices on terrestrial exoplanets. In this part of the study we look at simulations where we vary the rotation

rate, obliquity and orbital period.

In this part of the dissertation we consider only the seasonal cycle of the winter polar vortex dependence on rotation

rate, obliquity and orbital period. The strength and latitude of the jet varies significantly within the explored parameter

space. Figure 5.24 shows the dependence of the maximum wind speed (top row) and the latitude of the winter

jet (bottom row, colors) on the different parameters. The wind speed changes non-monotonically with the rotation

rate (Fig. 5.24a-b); a similar trend was noticed and explained using angular momentum conservation arguments in
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Figure 5.24: Top row: The maximum zonal mean zonal wind speed (ms´1), for a vertical mean between σ “ 0.25
and σ “ 0.5 in the southern hemisphere during southern hemisphere winter. Bottom row: The latitude of maximum
winds (shading) and latitude of descending branch of the Hadley cell. In a and d, ω “ 1, in b and e, γ “ 30˝, and in c
and f, Ω “ 1.

previous studies (Kaspi and Showman, 2015; Wang et al., 2018, , and will be discussed in the next sevtion as well).

The wind strength’s dependence on the orbital period is monotonic, where the wind strength increases for longer

orbital periods (Fig. 5.24b-c). The dependence of the maximum wind speed on obliquity depends on the orbital

period. For long orbital periods, the dependence is non-monotonic, with the wind speed maximizing at moderate

obliquity values (Fig. 5.24a,c), which can be explained using considerations of angular momentum conservation. For

short orbital periods, the maximum wind speed decreases monotonically with increasing obliquity (Fig. 5.24c). This

monotonic decrease with obliquity is a result of the dominance of the annual mean climate at short orbital periods.

As shown earlier in this chapter, as the obliquity increases, the annual mean insolation meridional gradient decreases,

and reverses for obliquities larger than 54˝. This, in turn, results in a decrease in the temperature meridional gradient

and a weakening of the jet.

The variation in the jet’s latitude is in good agreement with the latitude of the descending edge of the Hadley

circulation (Fig. 5.24d-e), indicating that the jet correlates to the mean meridional circulation. That said, there is a

misfit for short orbital periods and high obliquity (Fig. 5.24f), where there are weak westerlies and the maximum wind

speed is close to zero (Fig. 5.24c), i.e., there is no winter polar vortex. In cases of high obliquities and short orbital

periods, the climate has a weak seasonal cycle and reversed temperature gradients, which result in a significantly

different circulation (Kang et al., 2019).

In addition to variations in the strength of the winter vortex, the seasonal evolution of the polar vortex depends

on the planetary parameters (Fig. 5.25). To show this, we focus our attention on several representative subspaces of

our parameter space. First, consider the regime with short orbital periods (Fig. 5.25A). In this regime, the seasonal

variability is weak and the annual mean climate dominates. At low obliquities, the polar vortex is in the midlatitudes

(bottom panel in Fig. 5.25A); as obliquity increases, the vortex weakens to a point where it no longer exists, and

instead of a westerly jet, there is an easterly jet. This is a result of the annual mean insolation gradient dependence on

obliquity, where it weakens and reverses as obliquity increases.

Longer orbital periods result in an increase in the seasonal variability and the strength of the jet (Fig. 5.25B).
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Figure 5.25: Selected simulations demonstrating the most dominant types of seasonal behavior within the parameter
space. Plots show the zonal mean zonal wind (ms´1) vertically averaged between σ “ 0.25 and σ “ 0.5. The x-axis
represents the year fraction; the year starts during the southern summer solstice. Column A shows the jet dependence
on obliquity (γ) in the case of a short orbital period (ω “ 1{8) and an Earth-like rotation rate (Ω “ 1), i.e., weak
seasonality. Column B shows the jet’s dependence on the orbital period (ω) for a moderate obliquity (γ “ 30˝) and
rotation rate (Ω “ 1{2). Columns C and D show the jet’s dependence on the rotation rate (Ω) for an Earth-like orbital
period (ω “ 1), and an obliquity of 30˝ and 70˝, respectively. Highlighted panels are the representative cases of the
distinct jet behavior in the parameter space and are summarized in Figure 5.26. Note that there is a different colorscale
for each column.

The jet’s seasonal cycle becomes more complex as the orbital period is increased, both in terms of its strength and

latitudinal position. In cases with intermediate-to-fast rotation rates and long enough orbital periods (e.g. Ω ě 1{2,

ω ą 1{2 in Fig. 5.25B), the jet occurs solely between fall and spring, and is strongest and in its most poleward position

during midwinter. Additionally, when the orbital period becomes very long, the jet splits into two separate jets during

late winter (top panel in Fig. 5.25B).

Consider now the jet variations with the rotation rate (Fig. 5.25C). In the Earth-like case, i.e., fast rotation rate

and moderate obliquity (top panel in Fig. 5.25C), the dominant jet occurs during winter with only small variations

in its position. When decreasing the rotation rate (going down in Fig. 5.25), the jet shifts poleward, and its strength

varies non-monotonically. At slow rotation rates, the jet develops a unique seasonal cycle where the wind speed
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weakens during midwinter (bottom panel in Fig. 5.25C). A similar transition occurs for higher obliquity (Fig. 5.25D).

At intermediate rotation rates with higher obliquities, the jet shows a complex seasonal cycle, where the wind speed

is non-monotonic during winter, and there is a jet split during late winter (for example, second panel from the top in

Fig. 5.25D). In addition, at high obliquities and slow rotation rates, the summer polar vortex is more dominant than

its winter counterpart (bottom panel in Fig. 5.25D).
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Figure 5.26: The zonal mean zonal wind vertically averaged between σ “ 0.25 and σ “ 0.5 (ms´1, shading),
and surface temperature (contours, contour interval 5K) for the different jet seasonal cycle regimes detected in the
parameter space. These panels are the ones highlighted in Figure 5.25. The details of each case are summarized in
the text.

Figure 5.26 shows six specific cases that highlight the different regimes of the jet seasonal cycle detected within

the parameter space. The regimes are as follows:

1. Weak seasonality, normal climate - The jet is in the midlatitudes with weak-to-no seasonality. This occurs when

the obliquity is low or moderate and the orbital period is short (e.g., ω “ 1{8, γ “ 10˝ and Ω “ 1).

2. Weak seasonality, reverse climate - No polar vortex, easterly winds in the low- and mid-latitudes with weak

seasonality. This occurs when the obliquity is high and the orbital period is short (e.g., ω “ 1{8, γ “ 90˝ and

Ω “ 1).

3. Earth-like - The jet strengthens and shifts slightly poleward during midwinter. This occurs when the obliquity

is moderate and the rotation rate is fast (e.g., ω “ 1, γ “ 30˝ and Ω “ 1).

4. Winter jet weakening - The jet weakens during midwinter, accompanied by a slight poleward shift of the jet.

This occurs when the obliquity is moderate or high and the rotation rate is slow (e.g., ω “ 1, γ “ 30˝ and

Ω “ 1{16).

5. Late winter jet split - The jet strengthens and shifts poleward during winter, and during late winter/spring, the

jet splits into two jets. This occurs when the obliquity is moderate, the rotation rate is moderate or fast, and the

orbital period is long (e.g., ω “ 4, γ “ 30˝ and Ω “ 1{2).
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6. Double jet with varied seasonality - There exists subtropical and polar jets, each having a different seasonality.

This occurs when the obliquity is high and the rotation rate is moderate (e.g., ω “ 1, γ “ 70˝ and Ω “ 1{2).

In the remainder of this section, we will examine more closely the dynamics of these different regimes.

Weak seasonal cycle
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Figure 5.27: An equivalent June-August temporal mean of the vertical structure of temperature (K, first row), zonal
mean zonal wind (ms´1, second row), and mass streamfunction (1012 kg s´1, third row) that represents the mean
meridional circulation (red denotes counterclockwise circulation) for γ “ 10˝ (left column) and γ “ 90˝ (right
column) with Ω “ 1 and ω “ 1{8.

First, we consider the regimes with a weak seasonal cycle, which in our simulations occur when the orbital period

is short. The climate and atmospheric circulation on planets with a short enough orbital period, such that the annual

mean forcing dominates, strongly depends on the planetary obliquity, which influences the latitudinal distribution of

the annual mean insolation.

There are two processes that can accelerate and maintain a jet. The first is an equator-to-pole temperature differ-

ences that cause a meridional circulation from warm to cold latitudes. The mean meridional circulation is represented

using the mass streamfunction, where the circulation follows the streamlines (blue represents a clockwise circulation

and red a counterclockwise circulation); hereinafter, we will use the terms mean meridional circulation and stream-

function interchangeably. An air parcel that flows from low to high latitudes gains angular momentum, accelerating

the jet. A jet that is maintained through this process is called a thermally-driven jet (Vallis, 2017). The second process
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that accelerates a jet occurs in baroclinic unstable regions. Waves that develop in these regions converge momentum

towards the disturbance regions and accelerate an eddy-driven jet (Vallis, 2017). On Earth, these processes occur in

proximity, and the resulting jet is called a merged jet; however, the jet changes its characteristics during the seasonal

cycle (Lachmy and Harnik, 2014; Yuval et al., 2018).

At low obliquities (γ ă 54˝), the maximum annual mean insolation and temperature are at the equator, and the

circulation is similar to Earth’s annual mean circulation (Fig. 5.27). In each hemisphere there is a Hadley cell in the

tropics, a Ferrel cell in the midlatitudes, and a jet between these two cells (e.g., Vallis, 2017). This jet is a merged jet,

i.e., a merger between the subtropical jet at the edge of the Hadley circulation and an eddy-driven jet in the Ferrel cell

(e.g., Lachmy and Harnik, 2014).

In contrast, in high-obliquity (ą 54˝) there is a reversal of the annual mean insolation gradients and the minimum

temperature is at the equator. Instead of air ascending at the equator and descending at the midlatitudes, there is a

cross-equatorial circulation. The warmer hemisphere dictates the direction of that cross-equatorial circulation, i.e., the

cross-equatorial flow will be from the summer hemisphere (northern hemisphere in Fig. 5.27) to the winter hemisphere

(southern hemisphere in Fig. 5.27). This suggests that, unlike the low-obliquity case, where a small deviation in

the temperature field results in small deviations in the circulation, in the high-obliquity case, small changes in the

temperature field result in significant variations in the circulation. Furthermore, the annual mean circulation in the

high-obliquity case does not appear during the seasonal cycle, and is an artifact of the annual averaging. Unlike the

meridional circulation, the zonal mean zonal wind has only small variations during the seasonal cycle. It consists of

weak westerlies close to the surface, and no westerlies, i.e., no polar vortex, at high altitudes.

Winter jet weakening

For Earth-like conditions, the jet strengthens during the winter, reaching its maximum in midwinter. However, for

planets with a slow enough rotation rate (i.e., Ω ď 0.25) and a strong enough seasonal cycle (high obliquity and long

orbital period, Figs. 5.25C-D), the winter jet weakens during midwinter. As the seasonal cycle becomes stronger, the

summer jet weakening occurs at a faster rotation rate (Figs. 5.25C-D).

To further understand the seasonal transition to a midwinter weakening of the jet, we compare the seasonal evo-

lution of three cases with different rotation rates (Ω “ 1, {1{4, {1{16) and otherwise identical parameters (ω “ 1

and γ “ 30˝). Comparing the latitudinal structure of the temperature at σ “ 0.5 and streamfunction (top two rows

in Fig. 5.28), shows that regions with a weak meridional temperature gradient correspond to regions with a strong

streamfunction. The weak temperature gradients are the result of efficient heat transport by the mean meridional

circulation. In addition, the high-level temperature in the ascending and descending regions of the Hadley circulation

are warmer than other latitudes (top row in Fig. 5.28). The reason for this warming differs for the ascending and

descending regions. The ascending region is warmer because of the stronger radiative and latent heating that occur

in the summer hemisphere, while the descending region is warmer because of the combined effect of the Hadley cell

heat transport and adiabatic heating due to the descending motion in this region.

The main difference between the regime where the jet strengthens during midwinter (fast or intermediate rotation

rates, two left columns in Fig. 5.28) and the regime with a midwinter weakening of the jet (slow rotation rates, right

column in Fig. 5.28) is that the Hadley cell extends from one pole to the other in the latter case, but not in the former

one (third row in Fig. 5.28). In cases with fast and intermediate rotation rates, where the descending edge does not

reach the winter pole, there is a strong temperature gradient at high latitudes due to radiative cooling around the pole,

as these regions receive low-to-no radiation during winter (see insolation patterns in the top row of Fig. 5.28). These

meridional temperature gradients maintain the strong jet during midwinter. However, this is not the case at slow

rotation rates, where the temperature gradient is weak as a result of the expansion of the Hadley circulation and the

descending motion being close to the winter pole (right column in Fig. 5.28).
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of the seasonal cycle of three simulations, Ω “ 1, 1{4 and 1{16 with ω “ 1, γ “ 30˝. Top
row: Temperature at σ “ 0.5 (K, shading) and the pattern of the top of the atmosphere forcing (Wm´2, contours).
Second row: The mass streamfunction at σ “ 0.5 (1012 kg s´1, red is southward flow). Third row: The zonal mean
zonal wind at σ “ 0.5 (ms´1). Fourth row: vertical velocity at σ “ 0.5 (Pa s´1).

Examining the seasonal evolution shows that in cases with fast rotation rates, where the Hadley circulation width is

constrained (Hill et al., 2019; Singh, 2019; Lobo and Bordoni, 2020), strong cooling occurs in the winter hemisphere.

The edge of the Hadley cell, which can be inferred from the temperature field at σ “ 0.5 as a warm patch in the

winter hemisphere, is in the jet’s vicinity. For an Earth-like rotation rate, where the Hadley cell covers the tropics,

the meridional temperature gradients are not as sharp as the temperature gradients in the Ω “ 1{4 case, where the

descending edge is more poleward. During the seasonal cycle, these gradients become even sharper, and can maintain

a stronger jet (Fig. 5.28). However, in the slow rotation rate case, the cooling of polar latitudes occurs only in short

periods during spring and autumn, where descending motion does not reach the poles (right panel in the bottom row

in Fig 5.28). In contrast, during winter, the descending motion is in the polar regions, diminishing the meridional

temperature gradients, which results in a weaker jet (right panel in the bottom row in Fig. 5.28 around t “ 0.5).

To summarize, for slow rotation rates and a strong enough seasonal cycle, the Hadley circulation extends from

one pole to the other during midwinter. The wide circulation and the descending motion around the pole, results in

weak meridional temperature gradients and a weak polar vortex during midwinter. This is not the case when it comes
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to the transition seasons or faster rotation rates. In these cases, the descending motion is equatorward of the pole,

and the primary process that occurs at the pole is radiative cooling. The cooling in the polar regions creates a strong

temperature gradient that maintains a strong polar vortex (Fig. 5.28).
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Figure 5.29: Top row: Seasonal variations of the zonal mean zonal wind (at a height of σ “ 0.5) around southern
hemisphere winter for ω “ 4, γ “ 30˝ and Ω “ 0.5. As in Fig. 5.25, the x-axis represents fraction of year. The
fractions confined between the colored vertical lines represent the time average period for the respective columns
below it: black (left column) for early winter (late fall), blue for midwinter and red for late winter (early spring).
Second row: Vertical structure of the zonal mean zonal wind (ms´1). Third row: Vertical structure of the mass
streamfunction (1012 kg s´1). Fourth row: Vertical structure of the temperature (K). Fifth row: Vertical structure of
the eddy momentum flux convergence (ms´2).

Next, we consider the regime where the jet splits during the transition seasons. This occurs for long orbital

periods, intermediate obliquity, and intermediate-to-fast rotation rates. Figure 5.29 shows the detailed evolution of

the zonal mean zonal wind, mean meridional circulation, temperature and eddy momentum fluxes for this case. Al-

though the most noticeable split occurs during the late winter-to-spring transition, there is a weaker jet split during

the fall-to-early winter (e.g., see southern hemisphere in the rightmost column in Fig. 5.29). Both split jets result
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from similar dynamics that are related to the seasonal cycle of the Hadley circulation. In the transition seasons, the

circulation is close to hemispherically symmetric, and due to the relatively fast rotation rate, the cells span only up

to midlatitudes („ 30˝, rightmost column in Fig. 5.29), and the thermally driven jet is in the descending edge of the

Hadley circulation. The polar latitudes during early and late winter are colder than the midlatitudes, resulting in steep

meridional temperature gradients that maintain the eddy-driven jet there (Fig. 5.29). In contrast, during midwinter, the

Hadley circulation becomes cross-equatorial, and its descending edge reaches to higher latitudes (middle column in

Fig. 5.29). This results in a poleward shift of the thermally driven jet and merging with the eddy driven jet (Fig. 5.29).

The split of the jet into its thermally- and eddy-driven components is observed in both Earth (Lachmy and Harnik,

2014; Yuval et al., 2018) and previous modelling studies. More specifically, a split jet was also found in planets with a

seasonal cycle due to non-zero eccentricity (Fig 4.7); in there the split of the jet is also related to long orbital periods.

This possibly points to a characteristic eddy timescale that allows this phenomenon to develop mainly in long enough

orbital periods.

Double jet with varying seasonality

At high obliquities and intermediate-to-slow rotation rates, the seasonality of the westerly winter jets are very complex

(Fig. 5.25D). For the case shown in Fig. 5.30, the jet weakens during midwinter and splits during the transitions

seasons. At first glance, this is simply a combination of the previous two regimes discussed above, the winter jet

weakening and the late winter jet splitting. However, a deeper examination shows substantial differences in the

vertical temperature structure and dynamics. As opposed to the low obliquity case, where in the upper atmosphere

the polar latitudes are colder than the midlatitudes, in the high obliquity case, they are warmer. This leads to both an

inversion in the vertical temperature profile (see the vertical temperature profile in the south polar regions in Fig. 5.30

second row from the bottom) and a reversed meridional temperature gradient at the top of the atmosphere (Fig. 5.30

second row from the bottom around the height of σ “ 0.2). This temperature structure and the fast radiative transitions

that occur at high obliquities result in the complex seasonal cycle seen at high obliquities and intermediate rotation

rates.

During the autumn-to-early winter, there are two different jets in the winter hemisphere, one jet at the descending

edge of the Hadley circulation (around latitude „ 40S) and a weaker high-level polar jet that results from the temper-

ature gradients in the polar latitudes. During midwinter, the Hadley circulation widens, and the jets merge. Similar

to the midwinter jet weakening regime discussed previously, the widening of the Hadley circulation results in weaker

temperature gradients and a weaker winter jet (Fig. 5.30). In late winter and the beginning of spring, the Hadley circu-

lation narrows, a jet forms in the descending region of the winter cell and separates from the polar jet that strengthens

due to the cooling of the mid-troposphere (right column in Fig. 5.30). As a result of the complexity of the seasonal

cycle and the response of the meridional circulation, the subtropical jet is centered in the mid-troposphere inside the

Hadley cell (Fig. 5.30, around latitude 30˝ and σ “ 0.5), rather than at the edge of the circulation. In addition, there

is only a weak eddy momentum flux convergence in all the jets, suggesting that the jets are mainly thermally driven.

In addition to the winter jets, in this case, we can see the dominance of the summer jet (middle panel in Fig. 5.30).

Finally, we note that in this regime, the complex seasonal cycle at high obliquities results from the temperature

response to the radiative forcing. This could be the result of the simplified radiation scheme used in this model.

However, Kang (2019), using a different model, had a temperature structure with similarities to the one showen here,

with warmer poles at higher levels for high obliquity (see Fig. 4f there). This indicates that this is not model dependent

but rather a robust response to the high obliquity radiative forcing.
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Figure 5.30: Top row: The zonal mean zonal wind (ms´1) seasonal cycle around southern hemisphere winter for
ω “ 1, γ “ 70˝ and Ω “ 0.5. The fractions confined between the vertical lines represent the time average period
for the respective column below it: black for early winter (late fall), blue for midwinter, and red for late winter (early
spring). Second row: The zonal mean zonal wind (ms´1). Third row: mass streamfunction (1012 kg s´1). Fourth
row: The vertical structure of temperature (K). Fifth row: Eddy momentum flux convergence (ms´2).

Relation between the jet and storm activity

The jet regions usually collocate with regions of increased storm activity, a result of the increased baroclinicity in the

jet region (Vallis, 2017). The storm activity is measured here as the variance of the total kinetic energy, expressed as

the vertically integrated eddy kinetic energy (EKE)

rEKEs “

ż

u12 ` v12

2

dp

g
, (5.25)

where u1 and v1 are the deviations from the zonal mean (u, v) and the square brackets denote vertical integration.

Linear baroclinic instability theory predicts that EKE will increase with increasing jet strength (Charney, 1947; Eady,

1949). However, this is not the case in all our simulations. In some of our simulations, the EKE is, in fact, weaker

during periods when the jet is strongest. This phenomenon is dispersed throughout the parameter space, occurring

mainly in intermediate obliquity values with either long orbital periods or intermediate rotation rates, where the
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Figure 5.31: Top: Vertically integrated EKE (shading, 106Jm´2, Eq. 5.25) and zonal mean zonal wind (contours,
contour intervals are 10ms´1) seasonal cycle at a height of σ “ 0.3 for an Earth-like simulation (a) and for a simula-
tion with ω “ 4, γ “ 30˝ and Ω “ 1{2 (b, the same simulation used for the late winter jet split). Bottom, scatter plot
of vertically integrated EKE (106Jm´2) as a function of the jet strength (ms´1) for an Earth-like simulation (c) and
for a simulation with ω “ 4, γ “ 30˝ and Ω “ 1{2 (d). Each point represents the value of the vertically integrated
EKE at the latitude of maximum zonal mean zonal wind in each day.

jet speed reaches high velocities. For simplicity, we use the example simulation of the late-winter jet split regime

(Ω “ 1{2, γ “ 30˝ and ω “ 4) also as an example of an EKE-minimum simulation. However, the suppression of

storm activity and the late-winter jet split do not always occur together.

In both the Earth-like and EKE-minimum simulations, the jet reaches its maximum strength during midwinter

(Figs. 5.26 and 5.31a-b). However, the two simulations differ in the response of the EKE. In the Earth-like simulation,

the EKE follows the strengthening of the jet. In the EKE-minimum simulation, the EKE maximizes during the

transition seasons and is weaker during midwinter. Focusing on the EKE-minimum scenario, during autumn-early

winter, the jet is at the descending edge of the Hadley cell and can be characterized as a merged jet, where the

poleward flank of the jet is eddy driven, which is evident from both the Ferrel cell close to the winter pole and the

eddy momentum flux convergence there (Fig. 5.29). During midwinter, with the widening of the Hadley cell, the jet

shifts poleward and strengthens. The eddy momentum flux convergence is weaker compared to the transition seasons

(Fig. 5.29), as well as the EKE (Fig. 5.31b). During late winter, the jet shifts equatorward and splits into a merged jet

and an eddy-driven jet (Fig. 5.29 and 5.31), and EKE starts to strengthen again.

A similar minimum of EKE occurs on Earth over the Pacific (Nakamura, 1992); however, there are different

characteristics between the two. First, on Earth, the jet shifts equatorward during midwinter, unlike our simulation,
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where it shifts poleward. In addition, the jet on Earth transitions from a merged jet during the transition season to

a more subtropical, thermally driven jet during midwinter (e.g., Yuval et al., 2018). Despite these differences in

characteristics, the explanation for the EKE minimum on Earth proposed by Hadas and Kaspi (2021), who connected

the decrease in EKE with a reduction in the number of storms and their lifetime due to a disconnect between the

upper and lower levels as the jet strength increases can also apply to our simulations, given the similar jet speed

dependence. When comparing the Earth-like and EKE-minimum simulations, at lower jet speeds we can see a similar

jet strength dependence (Fig. 5.31c-d). However, the jet in the EKE-minimum simulation reaches higher speeds than

in the Earth-like simulation, and surpasses a threshold after which EKE starts to decrease with increasing jet strength

(Fig. 5.31c-d). This holds more generally, with a midwinter minimum in EKE occurring in simulations where the jet

speed exceeds around 60-70 ms´1. In addition, as the jet strengthens, it also narrows (Fig. 5.31b), and Harnik and

Chang (2004) have shown that as the jet narrows, there is a decrease in the meridional wavelength of the perturbation

resulting in the perturbations growing less, and this can also explain the EKE-minimum.

Potential vorticity structure of winter polar vortices

Figure 5.32: Absolute value PV (solid) and zonal mean zonal wind (dashed) meridional structure in the winter hemi-
sphere, for different parameter values, for a temporal mean of days 180-240 and σ “ 0.5. Each line is normalized
by its maximum value. (a) black is for Ω “ 1, blue is for Ω “ 1{4 and red is for Ω “ 1{16; other parameters are
constant, with ω “ 1 and γ “ 30˝. (b) black is for γ “ 20˝, blue is for γ “ 50˝ and red is for γ “ 80˝; other
parameters are constant, with ω “ 1 and Ω “ 1. (c) black is for ω “ 1, blue is for ω “ 4 and red is for ω “ 1{4;
other parameters are constant, with Ω “ 1 and γ “ 30˝.
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The potential vorticity (PV) is a useful quantity when studying the dynamics of vortices (Hoskins et al., 1985), as

in the absence of diabatic forcing and friction, PV acts as a conserved tracer. We calculate the PV using

PV “ ´gpf ` ζq
Bθ

Bp
, (5.26)

where g is the surface gravity, f “ 2Ω sinϕ, ϕ is latitude, θ is the potential temperature, and ζ is the vertical

component of the relative vorticity given by

ζ “
1

a cosϕ

Bv

Bλ
´

1

a cosϕ

B

Bϕ
pu cosϕq, (5.27)

where λ is longitude. Because PV can vary significantly in its vertical structure, we follow previous studies (e.g., Lait,

1994; Mitchell et al., 2015; Waugh et al., 2016; Sharkey et al., 2021) and use the scaled PV given by

PVs “ PV

ˆ

θ

θ0

˙´p1`R{cpq

, (5.28)

where θ0 is a reference potential temperature. This form removes a significant amount of the PV vertical variation.

In Earth’s atmosphere, PV generally monotonically increases (in absolute values) from the equator to the poles.

However, this is not the case on Mars (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2015) or Titan (Sharkey et al., 2020, 2021), where the

PV has an annular structure, i.e., it maximizes equatorward from the poles. The persistence of an annular PV struc-

ture is somewhat surprising, as past studies have shown that an annular PV structure can be barotropically unstable

(Dritschel and Polvani, 1992). Given this, studies of the Martian polar vortex have suggested that forcing is needed

to maintain the annular structure (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2015). Toigo et al. (2017) suggested that latent heating from

CO2 condensation is what forces the annular PV structure on Mars. In addition to that, Scott et al. (2020) have shown,

using a simplified shallow water model, that annular PV, can be stable and be maintained solely by transport from the

Hadley circulation.

To examine the dependence of the PV structure on the different planetary parameters, it is insightful to compare

the latitudinal structures of PV together with that of the zonal mean zonal wind. For an Earth-like configuration (black

lines in Fig. 5.32a), the jet is at around 20˝S and the strongest PV meridional gradients occur close to this latitude.

There is a local maximum in the PV near the jet, but it is not a global maximum, and the PV maximizes at the pole

(black lines in Fig. 5.32a). Decreasing the rotation rate results in two main responses: the jet shifts poleward, and

the background vorticity (i.e., the Coriolis parameter f ) weakens. The combination of these changes results in a

global maximum of PV poleward of the jet, with the maximum PV gradient is still close to the maximum winds. In

intermediate rotation rates, where the jet is not too close to the pole, this results in an annular PV (e.g., Ω “ 1{4, blue

curves in Fig. 5.32a). For slow rotation rates, the jet is close to the pole and the maximum PV is again at the pole

(e.g., Ω “ 1{16, red curves in Fig. 5.32a).

Increasing the obliquity shifts the jet poleward and makes it narrower (dashed curves in Fig. 5.32b). This, in turn,

increases the effect of the relative vorticity, allowing, in some cases, an annular PV to persist (Fig. 5.32b). Increasing

the orbital period also results in a shift poleward of the vortex; however, the narrowing effect seen as the orbital period

increases is less dominant (Fig. 5.32c).

There is a trade-off between increasing obliquity and decreasing rotation rate when considering the polar vortex

PV structure. For fast rotation rates, cases with high obliquity have annular PV (Fig. 5.32b), and as the rotation rate

decreases, it shifts to a monopolar PV, as the polar vortex is closer to the pole (Fig. 5.32a). An opposite effect occurs

at low obliquity values. For fast rotation rates, the PV is monopolar, while for the same obliquity value, an annular

PV can persist in slower rotation rates, up to the point where the vortex reaches close to the pole.

The above analysis focused on the winter polar vortex. However, for slow rotation rates and high obliquity, the
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Figure 5.33: PV (solid) and zonal mean zonal wind (dashed) meridional structure in the summer hemisphere for
different parameter values for a temporal mean of days 180-240, vertically averaged between σ “ 0.5 and σ “ 0.85.
Each line is normalized by its maximum value in the summer hemisphere. Black is for γ “ 20˝, blue is for γ “ 50˝

and red is for γ “ 80˝; other parameters are constant, with ω “ 1 and Ω “ 1{16.

dominant jet is in the summer hemisphere. Because this jet is centered in the low-mid troposphere, we examine the PV

structure of the summer hemisphere polar vortex at lower vertical levels for different values of obliquity (Fig. 5.33).

For low obliquity, the low-level jet is not fully developed, and the dominant jet in the summer hemisphere is the

subtropical jet. Due to the slow rotation, the PV has an annular structure (black lines in Fig. 5.33), similar to the

winter polar vortex in slow rotation rates and low obliquity. For higher obliquities (blue and red lines in Fig. 5.33),

the low-level summer jet dominates, and there is a step-like structure, where PV in the poleward flank of the vortex is

constant and there are steep PV gradients equatorward and poleward of it.

The PV characteristics changes not only with the planetary parameters, but also during the seasonal cycle, and the

PV can shift between monopolar and annular during the year. Fig 5.34 shows the seasonal cycle of PV (shading) and

zonal mean zonal wind for different values of rotation rate with γ “ 30˝ and ω “ 1. At a fast rotation rate (Ω “ 1, top

panel in Fig. 5.34), similar to the seasonal mean, there is a local PV maximum in the jet’s vicinity, however the global

maximum is at the pole. At lower rotation rates, there are cases where the polar vortex has an annular PV during the

entire winter (Ω “ 1{2 second panel in Fig. 5.34 ). However, for slow rotation rates (Ω ď 1{4, bottom three panels in

Fig. 5.34) the polar vortex PV shifts between annular and monopolar, similar to what is seen in modelling studies of

Titan (Shultis et al., 2022).

To get a better intuition for why there exists an annular PV in some parts of the parameter space, it is insightful

to consider the case where Bpθ is approximately constant. The main variations in the zonal-mean PV are then due

to the competing effects of the planetary vorticity, i.e., the Coriolis term f “ 2Ω sinϕ and the zonal-mean relative

vorticity ζ “ 1
a cosϕ

B
Bϕpu cosϕq. The rotation rate is the only parameter that contributes to changes in the background

planetary vorticity, but all the parameters can cause changes in the meridional structure of the zonal wind (and hence

the relative vorticity). Changes in the zonal wind can be expressed as changes in the latitude, strength, and width of

the jet. To better understand the role of these jet characteristics on the PV structure, we assume a Gaussian jet of the

form

U “ U0 exp

„

´
pϕ` ϕ0q2

2ϕ2w

ȷ

. (5.29)

This corresponds to a jet centered around latitude ´ϕ0 with a characteristic width of ϕw and a strength of U0. The

effect of independent changes in the jet’s strength, latitude, and width, as well as rotation rate are shown in Fig. 5.35.

The rotation rate has the most significant effect on the PV structure, with an annular PV occurring at a low rotation

rate. The changes in jet characteristics have a comparable impact on the meridional structure of the PV near the

jet, but whether this causes an annular structure (higher or lower values at the pole than at the jet) depends on the

characteristics. Changing the strength or width of the jet alters the PV gradients at the jet, and can lead to a local
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-0.15 -0.05 0.05 0.15

Figure 5.34: The potential vorticity (shading, PVU, i.e., 10´6 Km2s´1Kg´1) and zonal mean zonal wind (contours,
contour interval 10ms´1) seasonal cycle at a height of σ “ 0.5 for different values of rotation rates (Ω) with γ “ 30˝

and ω “ 1.

maximum, but not to an annular vortex (for jets centered around 35˝, Fig. 5.35a,c). However, when the jet is moved

towards the pole, it can form an annular PV structure, especially when the jet is at high latitudes, but not too close

to the pole (Fig. 5.35b). This is a result of the weak planetary vorticity gradients at high latitudes, which means a

relatively small effect from ζ can result in an annular structure. Note that this analysis is highly simplified, but can

provide insight into the effect of the different planetary parameters on the PV structure. For example, decreasing the

rotation rate not only decreases the planetary vorticity, but also causes a poleward shift of the jet (Fig. 5.32a), thereby

contributing to the annular PV in the intermediate rotation rates (when the rotation rate is slow, the jet is too close to

the pole, resulting in a monopolar PV). Alternatively, as the obliquity increases, the vortex shifts more poleward and

becomes narrower, which results in an annular PV for high obliquity and fast rotation rates (Fig. 5.32).
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Figure 5.35: The value of f ` ζ normalized (each line is normalized by its maximum) using Eq. 5.29 for the zonal
mean zonal wind for different vortex strengths (a, U0 “ 10, black, U0 “ 30, blue, U0 “ 60, red), latitude (b,
ϕ0 “ 35˝, black, ϕ0 “ 50˝, blue, ϕ0 “ 65˝, red), width (c, ϕw “ 20˝, black, ϕw “ 10˝, blue, ϕw “ 3˝, red) and
rotation rates (d, Ω “ 1, black, Ω “ 1{4, blue, Ω “ 1{16, red). Default parameter values: U0 “ 30, ϕ0 “ 35˝,
ϕw “ 10˝, Ω “ 1.

summary

The solar system’s terrestrial planetary bodies with a seasonal cycle have a dominant jet in the winter hemisphere,

close to the Hadley cell descending branch. In the monsoon region on Earth, where the ascending motion of the

circulation is most dominant (Raiter et al., 2020), and on Mars, this winter jet is accompanied by weaker low-level

westerlies close to the Hadley cell ascending branch in the summer hemisphere (Fig. 5.16). To better understand this

phenomenon and general jet dynamics, we examine the jet characteristics’ dependence on the rotation rate and obliq-

uity, which allows a better separation of scales needed to identify the physical mechanisms controlling the dynamics.

Consistent with observations of the solar system, at a fast rotation rate and strong seasonality, the dominant jet is in

the winter hemisphere. However, we show that for planets with high obliquity and a slow rotation rate, the low-level

summer westerlies extend into the middle troposphere, and the dominant jet is in the summer hemisphere and occurs

within the ascending, rather than descending, branch of the Hadley cell (Figs. 5.17,5.18).

We have also examined the dependence of the structure and seasonal characteristics of the winter polar vortices

in terrestrial planets on obliquity, orbital period, and rotation rate. For parameters close to Earth, the simulated vortex

structure and evolution are similar to those observed on Earth (Fig. 5.26). However, when moving away from Earth’s

parameters, we find a wide range of vortex characteristics and seasonal dependencies. Specifically, in addition to the

Earth-like regime, we identify the following regimes:

1. Weak seasonality, normal climate: The jet is in the low- and mid-latitudes and has weak seasonality. This

regime occurs in obliquities lower than „ 54˝ with short orbital periods (ω ď 1{8, left column in Fig. 5.27).
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2. Weak seasonality, reversed climate: The temperature latitudinal profile in these cases is reversed, with the

maximum temperature at the poles and the minimum temperature at the equator. The flow is dominated by

a wide equatorial westerly jet, with essentially no polar vortex. This regime occurs in obliquities higher than

„ 54˝ with short orbital periods (ω ď 1{8, right column in Fig. 5.27).

3. Winter jet weakening: The jet experiences a weakening during midwinter. This weakening is a consequence

of the winter Hadley circulation spanning from one pole to the other with air descending close to the winter

pole and warming these regions adiabatically. As a result, the meridional temperature gradients are flat during

midwinter, and the jet weakens. This regime occurs for slow rotation rates with high enough obliquity (γ ě 30˝,

depending on the rotation rate and orbital period, left column in Fig. 5.28).

4. Late winter jet split: The polar jet splits during late winter and spring as the Hadley circulation contracts, and

becomes more hemispherically symmetric. The jet shifts equatorward and splits into its thermally- and eddy-

driven components, with the thermally-driven jet located at the edge of the Hadley circulation. This regime

occurs for cases with long enough orbital period (Fig. 5.29).

5. Double jet with varied seasonality: The zonal mean zonal wind exhibits a complex seasonal cycle with periods

of a double jet and a merged jet, together with a jet weakening during midwinter. In this cases, the temperature

structure at the top of the atmosphere is reversed, with the warmest high-level temperatures at the pole. As a

result, in addition to the jet at the edge of the Hadley cell, there is a thermally driven jet that is disconnected

from the Hadley circulation during the transition seasons. During winter, as the Hadley circulation expands to

higher latitudes the jets merge. Additionally, due to the high latitudes being warm at high levels, meridional

temperature gradients are flat, and there is a weakening of the polar vortex during midwinter. This regime

occurs at high obliquities and intermediate-slow rotation rates (Fig. 5.30).

We have also shown the appearance of storm activity suppression during midwinter, when the jet is the strongest.

This suppression of storms during midwinter is also observed on Earth (e.g., Nakamura, 1992; Afargan and Kaspi,

2017) and on Mars (e.g., Lewis et al., 2016). However, the suppression of storm activity on Earth, on Mars and in our

simulations shows different characteristics. For example, on Earth the jet becomes more thermally driven and shifts

equatorward during midwinter (e.g., Yuval et al., 2018), which does not occur in our simulations. Unlike Earth and

our simulations, the suppression of baroclinic activity on Mars is confined to lower levels close to the surface (e.g.,

Lewis et al., 2016). Yet, the existence of a midwinter minimum in our simulations aligns with other explanations

such as the jet narrowing as it strengthens (Harnik and Chang, 2004) or a threshold in the jet strength (Hadas and

Kaspi, 2021). The differences in characteristics between the planets, and our simulations, need to be further studied

to explore how planetary parameters and atmospheric characteristics affect the relation between storms and the polar

vortex.

In addition, we have shown that the PV meridional structure of the polar vortices can be very different from

Earth’s polar vortices. On Earth, the maximum PV is at the vortex’s center, but we have shown that annular PV is

not uncommon within the planetary parameter space explored. Across the parameter space there is high (absolute)

PV poleward of the jet, with large meridional PV gradients at the jet. However, the details vary with the parameters.

In particular, the gradients of PV within the vortex vary, with cases with a monotonic increase in PV towards the

pole (monopolar vortex, similar to Earth’s polar vortex), global PV maximum around the peak winds and a decrease

towards the pole (annular vortex, similar to Mars’s and Titan’s polar vortex), or a local maximum of PV close to the

jet and a global maximum at the pole. These variations depend on the planetary potential vorticity (i.e., rotation rate)

and the vortex characteristics, mainly the vortex latitude, width, and strength, which depend on the different planetary

parameters. It is important to note that similarly to Scott et al. (2020), we found that the maintenance of an annular

PV in these simulations is mainly a result of Hadley circulation transport. This suggests that although that on Mars

there is a need for latent forcing to maintain an annular PV (Seviour et al., 2017), this is not needed in general.
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This dissertation studies the zonal mean large-scale atmospheric dynamics dependence on planetary parameters fo-

cusing on planets with a seasonal cycle. The motivation for this thesis stems from two roots. The first is the increasing

number of observed exoplanets. Given the large number of planets, it is probable that they span a wide range of

planetary parameters, and for the case of eccentricity, we know they span the entire range (Fig. 1.3). Understanding

how the climate depends on the planetary parameters is essential for studying planetary habitability. In addition, it is

well established that the atmospheric dynamics have a significant imprint on observables (e.g., Showman and Guillot,

2002; Knutson et al., 2007; Komacek et al., 2017). So, to understand future observables, it is important to study how

the dynamics vary with different planetary parameters. The second motivation is to improve our general understand-

ing of atmospheric dynamics. Although we have a reasonably good understanding of the zonal mean circulation on

Earth, studying different planetary configurations enables us to reduce our current theoretical understanding biases

that can be a result of Earth’s specific configuration. Exploring a wide range of planetary parameters allows us to gain

a more general understanding of climate dynamics.

Studying the possible climate of exoplanets obliges us to think about the different possible orbital configurations

and their effects on the climate. The simpler configurations are those in which the insolation is time-independent,

for example, perpetual equinox (e.g., Kaspi and Showman, 2015), tidally locked (e.g., Merlis and Schneider, 2010),

and perpetual reverse climates (Kang et al., 2019). However, a large number, if not the majority of planets, probably

experience significant temporal variation in solar insolation. This dissertation focuses on planets that experience a

seasonally varying insolation. Although some studies have previously examined the dependence of the climate on

obliquity, this thesis offers a systematic study of the seasonal climate dependence on different planetary parameters.

The number of possible planetary parameters to explore is immense, so one must choose the parameters carefully.

The parameters studied in this thesis are divided into three types. The first relates to the stellar seasonal insolation, i.e.,

the obliquity, eccentricity, and perihelion. The second type is parameters related to the time scale that the atmosphere

has to adjust to the insolation, i.e., the orbital period and atmospheric mass. The third type is parameters that directly

affect the atmospheric dynamics, i.e., the rotation rate. The explored range of these parameters is mostly constrained

from the observed or possible values. One exception is the orbital period, where the lower limit is constrained such

that the use of diurnal mean forcing is consistent. The upper limit of the orbital period mitigates the computational

cost, as longer orbital periods require longer computations without an increase in benefit for the study.

As this is the first study that examines the seasonal cycle dependence on the mentioned planetary parameters, it fo-

cuses on the large-scale circulation, more specifically, the response of the surface temperature, zonal mean meridional

circulation, and the zonal mean zonal wind. To study the dependence, we use an idealized GCM with an aquaplanet

configuration where we vary the different parameters. We show that the surface temperature seasonal cycle strongly

depends on the orbital parameters, i.e., eccentricity, obliquity, perihelion, and orbital period (Figs. 4.3, 4.10-4.11, 5.1).

The dependence on the first three results from the insolation dependence on them. The dependence on the orbital pe-

riod results from this parameter dictating the time the atmosphere has to adjust to the radiative changes. The orbital

period dependence becomes especially important in short ones, where the atmosphere has a little time to adjust, and

the effective forcing is the annual mean forcing. For example, this results in a reversal of the temperature gradient for

planets with obliquity higher than 54˝ with a short orbital period (Fig. 5.1).

Although the radiative timescale strongly depends on the atmospheric mass (Eq. 1.4), the atmospheric mass has

only a weak effect on the seasonality. Increasing it results in a warmer surface and a weaker temperature gradient with

only a small effect on the seasonality (Fig. 5.2). This results from the decrease in radiative cooling with increasing

atmospheric mass. The rotation rate also affects the seasonality, where in addition to a decrease in the temperature

gradient, the maximum surface temperature can shift more poleward with decreasing rotation rate (Fig. 5.2). We show

that a similar response occurs in a diffusive EBM with increasing diffusivity, implying that this is a result of the AHT.
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At large, the Hadley circulation follows the temperature response, becoming wider and stronger in cases with more

pronounced seasonality and a steeper temperature gradient. However, in fast rotation rates, the width of the circulation

is constrained, and the ascending motion does not necessarily follow the warmest latitude (Fig. 5.9). This rotation

rate dependence also occurs in the axisymmetric theory, where the ascending motion is equatorward of latitude of

maximum forcing at fast rotation rates, or small thermal Rossby numbers (Fig. 2.2), suggesting that this is an angular

momentum constraint on the flow.

Studying the response of the zonal mean zonal wind to variations in the planetary parameters, we find that there are

different regimes for the flow. First, we find that the strongest jet is in the summer rather than the winter hemisphere at

high obliquities and slow rotation rates (Fig. 5.17). We show that this summer jet has a complex momentum balance,

where the effects of the boundary layer drag and the vertical momentum advection cannot be neglected (Fig. 5.19-

5.20). We also find that the seasonal behavior of the winter polar vortex has different regimes within the parameter

space (Fig. 5.26). Some of these regimes are equivalent to those seen in the solar system planets, and others are not.

Additionally, we have looked at the PV structure of these vortices and found that within the parameter space, both

monopolar and annular PV exists (Fig. 5.32), suggesting that an annular PV can be maintained by the transport of the

Hadley circulation.

Implications for the solar system planets

Although this thesis uses idealized models and focuses on a wide range of parameters, the results of this work have

implications for understanding the climate of the solar system planets, especially Mars and Titan. This study sheds

light on the observed seasonality on solar system planets. One example is the fast-rotating ice giants’ seasonality or

lack thereof. Even though their radiative timescale is comparable to their orbital period Conrath et al. (1990), their

fast rotation rate and large radius suggest that the AHT there is not very efficient, suggesting that the annual mean

climate is the dominant one there. Another example is the seasonality on Earth, Mars, and Titan. Although all three

planets have an obliquity of around „ 25˝, they experience a significantly different seasonal cycle (Fig. 1.4). Earth

has the weakest seasonality, while Mars has the strongest. The weak seasonality on Earth is mainly attributed to the

ocean coverage, i.e., its high thermal inertia. This study suggests that an Earth-like planet with a slower rotation rate

might experience a significantly different seasonal cycle. This also points to the role of the rotation rate in the seasonal

cycle of Titan, something that was not previously considered to explain the observed seasonal cycle on Titan. The

slow rotation rate of Titan allows the maximum temperature to reach high latitudes despite its very long radiative

timescale.

Theories for the latitude of the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation on Earth suggest that the ascending

motion follows the latitude of maximum MSE (e.g., Privé and Plumb, 2007). However, this cannot explain the

circulation on Mars, where during solstice, the warmest latitude is at the pole; however, the ascending motion is at

the midlatitude, equatorward of the warmest latitude (e.g., Forget et al., 1999). On the other hand, on Titan, models

diverge in their prediction for ascending branch, where some predict it to be at the midlatitude (e.g., Lora et al., 2015)

and others at the pole (Schneider et al., 2012). This difference becomes clear also in our simulations, pointing to

the role of the rotation rate in limiting the width of the circulation (Fig. 5.9). This rotation rate dependence can be

explained using the axisymmetric theory. More specifically, when considering the thermal Rossby number of Mars

and Titan, we can see that Mars has a low thermal Rossby number, which limits the circulation width. However,

Titan’s Rossby number values put it in a regime where the latitude of the ascending motion is very sensitive to the

latitude of maximum forcing (Fig 2.2).

In addition to the Earth-like regime, which also corresponds to the polar vortex seasonal cycle on Mars (e.g.,

Waugh et al., 2016), we found a regime with a winter jet weakening that has some similarities to the seasonal cycle of

Titan’s polar vortex. There is increasing evidence that Titan’s polar vortex exhibits sudden warming during midwinter
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(Teanby et al., 2019). Additionally, Titan atmospheric models also show a midwinter polar vortex weakening (Lora

et al., 2015; Shultis et al., 2022). Both the models’ results and the observed warming of the vortex align well with our

simulations. In cases with slow rotation rates, during midwinter, the circulation expands, and there is a warming of

polar latitudes resulting from air descending there. This polar warming and the wide Hadley circulation flattens the

meridional temperature gradient, resulting in a weaker vortex during midwinter. A similar mechanism explains the

observed weakening in Titan (Shultis et al., 2022).

Limitations

Although this study’s results are general and can reproduce and explain some of the observed flow in the solar system,

it is important to note that the methods used in this study have some limitations. The limitations of this study are in the

use of idealized models. On the one hand, using an idealized model allows the systematic exploration of the parameter

space with ease, allows to identify with relative ease different mechanisms, and to generalize the results obtained from

the model. On the other hand, it neglects processes that can be important for planetary climates, such as neglecting

clouds’ effects, chemical effects, sea-ice feedback, and more. For example, the results of the simplifications are

evident when comparing the model to Earth’s observations. More specifically, although the flow in the troposphere

is qualitatively similar, the simplified radiation scheme results in a different stratospheric flow. Another example is

the role of CO2 condensation in Mars’s polar vortex annular structure. Although our model can produce an annular

PV, the importance of CO2 condensation for Mars’s atmosphere suggests that chemistry can play an important role in

the dynamics. Even with these limitation the idealized model does a good job in producing similar flows to the ones

observed on Earth and other planetary systems, and can serve as a base for future studies that will explore how these

additional complexities change the dynamics.
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